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(57) ABSTRACT 
A method for self calibration of a LORAN-C naviga 
tion receiver utilizing a microprocessor is disclosed 
wherein the time difference of signal arrival of master 
station pulse trains from a LORAN-C chain selected by 
group repetition interval (GRI) information input to the 
receiver becomes a frequency standard to which the 
output of an oscillator and counter internal to the re 
ceiver is compared to determine frequency error. The 
error is interpolated over each GRI and a correction 
factor is added or subtracted to each count output of 
time counts from the counter used to make time differ 
ence of signal arrival measurements are modified in 
accordance with the determined frequency error to achieve 
accurate time difference of signal arrival measurements. 

(56) 

8 Claims, 16 Drawing Figures 
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1. 

SELF CALIBRATION OF A LORAN-C 
NAVGATION RECEIVER 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets I appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue specifica 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions made 
by reissue. 

This is a division of application Ser. No. 937,615, filed 
Aug. 28, 1978. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to navigational equipment and 
more particularly to hyperbolic navigational equipment 
utilizing the time difference in the propagation of radio 
frequency pulses from synchronized ground transmit 
ting stations. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTON 
Throughout maritime history navigators have sought 

an accurate reliable method of determining their posi 
tion on the surface of the earth and many instruments 
such as the sextant were devised. During the second 
world war, a long range radio-navigation system, LO 
RAN-A, was developed and was implemented under 
the auspices of the United States Coast Guard to fulfill 
wartime operational needs. At the end of the war there 
were seventy LORAN-A transmitting stations in exis 
tence and all commercial ships, having been equipped 
with LORAN-A receivers for wartime service, contin 
ued to use this navigational system. This navigational 
system served its purpose but shortcomings therein 
were overcome by a new navigational system called 
LORAN-C. 
Presently, there are eight LORAN-C multi-station 

transmitting chains in operation by 1980. This new navi 
gational system will result in an eventual phase-out of 
the earlier LORAN-A navigational system. 
LORAN-C is a pulsed low-frequency (100 kilohertz), 

hyperbolic radio navigation system. LORAN-C radio 
navigation systems employ three or more synchronized 
ground stations that each transmit radio pulse chains 
having, at their respective start of transmissions, a fixed 
time relation to each other. The first station to transmit 
is referred to as the master station while the other sta 
tions are referred to as the secondary stations. The pulse 
chains are radiated to receiving equipment that is gener 
ally located on aircraft or ships whose position is to be 
accurately determined. The pulse chains transmitted by 
each of the master and secondary stations is a series of 
pulses, each pulse having an exact envelope shape, each 
pulse chain transmitted at a constant precise repetition 
rate, and each pulse separated in time from a subsequent 
pulse by a precise fixed time interval. In addition, the 
secondary station pulse chain transmissions are delayed 
a sufficient amount of time after the master station pulse 
train transmissions to assure that their time of arrival at 
receiving equipment anywhere within the operational 
area of the particular LORAN-C system will follow 
receipt of the pulse chain from the master station. 

Since the series of pulses transmitted by the master 
and secondary stations is in the form of pulses of elec 
tromagnetic energy which are propagated at a constant 
velocity, the difference in time of arrival of pulses from 
a master and a secondary station represents the differ 
ence in the length of the transmission paths from these 
stations to the LORAN-C receiving equipment. 
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2 
The focus of all points on a LORAN-C chart repre 

senting a constant difference in distance from a master 
and a secondary station, and indicated by a fixed time 
difference of arrival of their 100 kilohertz carrier pulse 
chains, described a hyperbola. The LORAN-C naviga 
tion system makes it possible for a navigator to exploit 
this hyperbolic relationship and precisely determine his 
position using a LORAN-C chart. By using a moder 
ately low frequency such as 100 kilohertz, which is 
characterized by low attenuation, and by measuring the 
time difference between the reception of the signals 
from master and secondary stations, the modern-day 
LORAN-C system provides equipment position loca 
tion accuracy within two hundred feet and with a re 
peatability of within fifty feet. 
The theory and operation of the LORAN-C radio 

navigation system is described in greater detail in an 
article by W. P. Frantz, W. Dean, and R. L. Frank 
entitled "A Precision Multi-Purpose Radion Navigation 
System," 1957 I.R.E. Convention Record, Part 8, page 
79. The theory and operation of the LORAN-C radio 
navigation system is also described in a pamphlet put 
out by the Department of Transportation, U.S. Coast 
Guard, Number CG-462, dated August, 1974, and enti 
tled "LORAN-C User Handbook'. 
The LORAN-C system of the type described in the 

aforementioned article and pamphlet and employed at 
the present time, is a pulse type system, the energy of 
which is radiated by the master station and by each 
secondary station in the form of pulse trains which 
include a number of precisely shaped and timed bursts 
of radio frequency energy as priorly mentioned. All 
secondary stations each radiate pulse chains of eight 
discrete time-spaced pulses, and all master stations 
transmit the same eight discrete time-spaced pulses but 
also transmit an identifying ninth pulse which is accu 
rately spaced from the first eight pulses. Each pulse of 
the pulse chains transmitted by the master and second 
ary stations has a 100 kilohertz carrier frequency, so 
that it may be distinguished from the much higher fre 
quency carrier used in the predecessor LORAN-A 
system. 
The discrete pulses radiated by each master and each 

secondary LORAN-C transmitter are characterized by 
an extremely precise spacing of 1,000 microseconds 
between adjacent pulses. Any given point on the pre 
cisely shaped envelope of each pulse is also separated by 
exactly 1,000 microseconds from the corresponding 
point on the envelope of a preceding or subsequent 
pulse within the eight pulse chains pulses. To insure 
such precise time accuracy, each master and secondary 
station transmitter is controlled by a cesium frequency 
standard clock and the clocks of master and secondary 
stations are synchronized with each other. 
As mentioned previously, LORAN-C receiving 

equipment is utilized to measure the time difference of 
arrival of the series of pulses from a master station and 
the series of pulses from a selected secondary station, 
both stations being within a given LORAN-C chain. 
This time difference of arrival measurement is utilized 
with special maps having time difference of arrival 
hyperbola information printed thereon. These maps are 
standard LORAN-C hydrographic charts prepared by 
the U.S. Coast Guard and the hyperbola curves printed 
thereon for each secondary station are marked with 
time difference of arrival information. Thus, the differ 
ence in time arrival between series of pulses received 
from a master station and selected ones of the associated 
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secondary stations must be accurately measured to en 
able the navigator to locate the hyperbola on the chart 
representing the time difference measured. By using the 
time difference of arrival information between a master 
station and two or more secondary stations, two or 
more corresponding hyperbolae can be located on the 
chart and their common point of intersection accurately 
identifies the position of the Loran-C receiver. It is clear 
that any inaccuracies in measuring time difference of 
arrival of signals from master and secondary transmit 
ting stations results in position determination errors. 
This requires that oscillators internal to the Loran-C 
receiver be calibrated frequently in order to avoid mea 
surement errors caused by oscillator inaccuracy. 
There are other hyperbolic navigation systems in 

operation around the world similar to Loran-C, and 
with which my novel receiver can readily be adapted to 
operate by one skilled in the art. There is a Loran-D 
system utilized by the military forces of the United 
States, as well as the aforementioned Loran-A system. 
Others are DECCA, DELRAC, OMEGA, CYTAC, 
GEE and the French radio WEB, all of which operate 
in various portions of the radio frequency spectrum and 
provide varying degrees of positional accuracy. 

Loran-C receiving equipment presently in use is rela 
tively large in size, heavy, requires relatively expensive 
oven controlled crystal oscillators, requires frequent 
calibration, and requires relatively large amounts of 
power. In addition, present Loran-C receivers are rela 
tively expensive and, accordingly, are found only on 
larger ships and aircraft. Due to the cost size, weight, 
and power requirements of present Loran-C receiving 
equipment, such equipment is not in general use on 
small aircraft, fishing boats and pleasure boats. In addi 
tion, Loran-C receiving equipment presently in use 
required anywhere from five to ten minutes to warm up 
and provide time difference measurement information. 
The signals presently received by LORAN-C naviga 

tion receivers have very low signals to noise ratios and 
it is difficult to locate the third cycle positive zero cross 
ing conventionally used in making the time difference 
measurements between signals received from the master 
and secondary stations. This problem is exacerbated by 
noise generated within the circuitry of LORAN-C navi 
gation receivers and particularly in the front end cir 
cuitry in the signal path immediately following the 
receiver antenna. 
Thus there is a need in the art for improved circuitry 

and techniques to minimize the noise internally gener 
ated or to minimize the effect of noise generated inter 
nal to LORAN-C receivers. It is a feature of this inven 
tion to minimize the effect of noise generated internally 
to a receiver by averaging out the noise. 
There is also a need in the art for inexpensive oscilla 

tors within LORAN-C receivers that never require 
calibration yet the operation of the receivers is as if the 
oscillators are as accurate as a laboratory standard oscil 
lator. Such oscillators increase the accuracy and reli 
ability of navigation information output from the re 
ceiver. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
The foregoing needs of the prior art are satisfied by 

my novel Loran-C receiver, I eliminate much of the 
complex and costly automatic acquisition and tracking 
circuitry in prior art Loran-C navigation receivers and 
provide a small, light weight, relatively inexpensive 
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receiver using relatively little electrical power and re 
quiring no calibration of the receiver oscillator/clock. 

Four thumbwheel switches on my Loran-C equip 
ment are used by the operator to enter the group repeti 
tion interval information for a selected Loran-C chain 
covering the area within which the Loran-C equipment 
is being operated. This information entered via the 
thumbwheel switches is used in the process of locating 
the signals from the master and secondary stations of 
the chosen Loran-C chain and providing an output. 
The receiver of my equipment receives all signals that 

appear within a small bandwidth centered upon the 100 
KHz operating frequency of the Loran-C network. A 
shift register clocked at 100 KHz is coupled with logic 
circuitry continuously check all received signals to 
search for the unique pulse trains transmitted by Loran 
C master and secondary stations. The microprocessor 
and other circuits internal to my novel Loran-C equip 
ment analyze outputs from the register and associated 
logic circuitry indicating that signals from master or 
secondary stations have been received to first determine 
which received signals match the group repetition inter 
wal rate for the selected Loran-C chain. Once the re 
ceiver has identified the pulse trains from the selected 
master station and can predict future receipt of same, 
the microprocessor causes other circuitry to go into a 
fine search mode. 

In the fine search mode the microprocessor enables a 
phase-lock-loop made up of a computer program and 
other circuitry including a cycle detector to analyze 
and locate the third cycle positive zero crossing point of 
each received master station pulse. In the event the 
third cycle positive zero crossing of each master station 
pulse is not located at the time calculated by the micro 
processor, the cycle detector provides outputs used by 
the microprocessor to determine whether multiples of 
10 microseconds should be added to or subtracted from 
the calculated time. The microprocessor then repeats 
the fine search mode analyzation process. This analyza 
tion process and revising the calculated time is repeated 
using feedback from the cycle detector until the third 
cycle positive zero crossing of each pulse of the master 
station pulse train is located. 
Once the third cycle positive zero crossing of each 

pulse from the master transmitting station of the se 
lected Loran-C chain is located, the receiver operates to 
locate the associated secondary stations. The micro 
processor creates a small number of time bins between 
the arrival of each pulse train from the master station 
and creates a coarse histogram by putting a count in an 
appropriate bin when a secondary station signal is de 
tected. Once particular bins are found to contain counts 
representing receipt of signals from secondary stations, 
the microprocessor breaks those particular bins down 
into a large number of time bins creating a fine histo 
gram to more closely determine the time of signal ar 
rival of secondary station signals. The cycle detector is 
then utilized in conjunction with the microprocessor in 
a phase-lock-loop made to identify the third cycle posi 
tive zero crossing of each received pulse from a second 
ary station. 
The microprocessor then makes accurate time differ 

ence of arrival measurements between the time of ar 
rival of signals from the master station and the second 
ary stations. The equipment operator utilizes other 
thumbwheel switches to indicate secondary stations, 
the time difference of signal information which is to be 
visually displayed. The operator of the Loran-C equip 
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ment plots these visual read-outs on a Loran-C hydro 
graphic chart to locate the physical position of the Lo 
ran-C receiver on the surface of the earth, 
Our novel Loran-C navigation receiver need never 

have its internal oscillator calibrated unlike prior art 
receivers. The microprocessor, having the GRI input 
thereto by the receiver operator, thereby knows how 
many cycles of the internal oscillator must occur within 
the cesium clock standard GRI between two consecu 
tive received master station pulse trains. Any error is 
noted and interpolated over the GRI period and correc 
tion factors are added or subtracted to internal circuit 
clock counts of interest to thereby achieve highly accu 
rate time difference of signal arrival measurements. 
The Applicant's novel Loran-C navigation receiver 

will be better understood upon a review of the detailed 
description given hereinafter in conjunction with the 
drawing in which: 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a general block diagram of the Applicants' 
Loran-C navigation receiver; 
FIG. 2 shows the shape of each pulse of the pulse 

trains transmitted by all Loran-C master and secondary 
stations; 
FIG.3 is a graphical representation of the pulse trains 

transmitted by the master and secondary stations within 
a Loran-C chain; 

FIG. 4 is a representation of a portion of a Loran-C 
navigation chart; 
FIGS. 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 are detailed block diagrams of 

the Applicants' navigation receiver; 
FIG. 10 is a detailed block diagram of the smart shift 

register shown in FIG. 5; 
FIG. 11 shows the manner in which FIGS. 5, 6, 7, 8 

and 9 should be arranged with respect to each other 
when reading the detailed description; and 

FIGS. 12A-12E show signals within the cycle detec 
tor. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
To understand the general or detailed operation of 

our novel Loran-C receiver, it is best to first understand 
the makeup of the signals transmitted by Loran-C sta 
tions and being received by our novel receiver. Repre 
sentations of these signals are shown in FIGS. 2 and 3 
which will now be discussed. 

All master and secondary stations transmit groups of 
pulses as briefly mentioned above, at a specified group 
repetition interval which is defined as shown in FIG. 3. 
Each pulse has a 100 KHz carrier and is of a carefully 
selected shape shown in FIG. 2. For each Loran-C 
chain a group repetition interval (GRI) is selected of 
sufficient length so that it contains time for transmission 
of the pulse chains from the master station and each 
associated secondary station, plus time between the 
transmission of each pulse train from the master station 
so that signals received from two or more stations 
within the chain will never overlap each other when 
received anywhere in the Loran-C chain coverage area. 
Each station transmits one pulse chain of eight or nine 
pulses per GRI as shown in FIG. 3. The master station 
pulse chain consists of either pulses, each shaped like 
the pulse shown in FIG. 2, with each of the eight pulses 
spaced exactly 1,000 microseconds apart, and with a 
ninth pulse spaced exactly 2,000 microseconds after the 
eighth pulse. The pulse chain for each of the secondary 
stations X, Y and Z contains eight pulses shaped as 
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6 
shown in FIG. 2, and each of the eight pulses is also 
spaced exactly 1,000 microseconds apart. The pictorial 
representation of the pulses transmitted by the master 
station and the three secondary stations X, Y and Z 
associated therewith shown in FIG. 3 shows that the 
pulse trains never overlap each other and all are re 
ceived within the group repetition interval. FIG. 3 also 
shows a representative time difference of arrival of the 
pulse train from each of the secondary stations with 
respect to the master station. These time difference of 
arrival figures are designated Tx, Ty and Tz and are the 
time differences measured using my receiver. 

It is to be recognized that the time difference of ar 
rival between reception of the pulse train from the mas 
terstation and the pulse trains from each of the X, Y and 
Z secondary stations will vary depending upon the 
location of the LORAN-C receiving equipment with 
the coverage area for a LORAN-C chain. In addition, 
the signal strength of the received signals from the 
master and secondary stations will also vary depending 
upon the location of the receiving equipment, as repre 
sented by the different heights of the representative 
pulse lines shown in FIG. 3. 
The delayed or spaced ninth pulse of each master 

station not only identifies the pulse train as being from a 
master station, but the ninth pulse is also turned on and 
off by the Coast Guard in a "blink' code, well known in 
the art, to indicate particularly faulty secondary stations 
in a LORAN-C chain. These "blink' codes are pub 
lished by the Coast Guard on the LORAN-C charts. 

In World War II when the LORAN-C systems were 
installed, carrier phase coding was used as a military 
security method, but after the war when the need for 
military security ceased, the phase coding was called a 
skywave unscrambling aid. In skywave unscrambling 
the 100 KHz. carrier pulses from the master station and 
the secondary stations in a LORAN-C chain are 
changed in phase to correct for skywave interference in 
a manner well known in the art. Skywaves are echoes of 
the transmitted pulses which are reflected back to earth 
from the ionosphere. Such skywaves may arrive at the 
LORAN-C receiver anywhere between 35 microsec 
onds to 1,000 microseconds after the ground wave for 
the same pulse is received. In the 35 microsecond case, 
the skywave will overlap its own groundwave while in 
the 1,000 microsecond case the skywave will overlap 
the groundwave of the succeeding pulse. In either case 
the received skywave signal has distortion in the form 
of fading and pulse shape changes, both of which can 
cause positional errors. In addition, a skywave may be 
received at higher levels than a ground wave. To pre 
vent the long delay skywaves from affecting time differ 
ence measurements, the phase of the 100 KHz. carrier is 
changed for selected pulses of a pulse train in accor 
dance with a predetermined pattern. These phase code 
patterns are published by the Coast Guard on the LO 
RAN-C charts. 
The exact pulse envelope shape of each of the pulses 

transmitted by all master and secondary stations is also 
very carefully selected to aid in measuring the exact 
time difference in arrival between a pulse train from a 
master station and a pulse train from a secondary station 
as is known to those skilled in the art. To make exact 
time difference measurement, one method the prior art 
teaches is superpositions matching pulse envelopes of 
pulses from a master station and a selected secondary 
station. Another method which we also utilize, is detec 
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tion of a specific zero-crossing of the 100 KHz carrier of 
the master and secondary station pulses. 
Now that the reader has an understanding of the 

nature of the signals transmitted by the Loran-C master 
and secondary stations and how they are used for navi 
gation purposes, the reader can better understand the 
operation of our novel Loran-C receiver which will 
now be described 

In FIG. 1 is seen a general block diagram of our novel 
Loran-C navigation equipment. Fiter and preamplifier 1 
and antenna 2 are of a conventional design of the type 
used in all Loran-C receivers and is permanently tuned 
to a center frequency of 100 KHz, which is the operat 
ing frequency of all Loran-C transmitting stations. Fil 
ter 1 has a bandpass of 20 Kilohertz. Received signals 
are applied via inverting amplifier 81 to cycle detector 
82 and to zero crossing detector 6. 
The signal input to zero crossing detector 6 is first 

amplitude limited so that each cycle of each pulse is 
represented by a binary one and each negative half 
cycle is represented by a binary zero. The leading or 
positive edge of each binary one exactly corresponds to 
the positive slope of each sine wave comprising each 
pulse. Thus, detector 6 is a positive zero-crossing detec 
tor. As will be described in detail further in this specifi 
cation logic circuit 16 also provides an input to zero 
crossing detector 6, not shown in FIG. 1, which sets a 
10 microsecond window only within which the leading 
edge of each binary 1 may be detected. The end result 
is that only the positive zero-crossing of the third cycle 
of each pulse of the train pulse trains transmitted by 
each Loran-C station is detected and an output pro 
vided by detector 6. 

It can be seen that latch 5 has its input from zero 
crossing detector 6. Clock/counter 7 is a crystal con 
trolled clock which is running continuously while my 
novel Loran-C receiver is in operation. The count pres 
ent in counter 7 at the moment that zero crossing detec 
tor 6 indicates a third cycle positive zero crossing is 
stored in latch 5, the contents of which are then applied 
to multiplexer 8. Multiplexer 8 is a time division multi 
plexer used to multiplex the many leads from logic 
circuit 16, logic circuit 4, cycle detector 82, latch 5, 
clock/counter 7, and thumbwheel switches 11 and 12, 
through to microprocessor 9. The count in latch 5 indi 
cates to microprocessor 9 the time at which each posi 
tive zero crossing is detected. 
The signal input to smart shift register 3 from detec 

tor 6 is a pulse train of 1's and 0's, which is shifted 
through the shift register digital delay line which is 
taped at 1 millisecond invervals. Because of the logic 
circuits connected to each tap thereof, only the pulse 
trains from Loran-C master and secondary stations will 
result in outputs from the logic circuits of register 3. 
The logic circuits within register 3 are used to analyze 
the contents of the shift register delay line to first deter 
mine if the signals represent a pulse train from a Loran 
C master or secondary station, and secondly to indicate 
the particular phase coding of the signals being re 
ceived. Logic circuit 4 stores information from register 
3 indicating whether a pulse train is from a master or a 
secondary station and further indicating the particular 
phase code transmitted. This information stored within 
logic circuit 4 is applied to microprocessor 9 via multi 
plexer 8 for use in processing received Loran-C signals. 
At the same time that information is stored within logic 
circuit 4, detector 6 causes latch 5 to store the present 
count in clock/counter 7 which indicates the time of 
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occurrence. It should be noted that clock/counter 7 
also has an input to multiplexer 8 so that microprocessor 
9 can keep track of continuous running time as indicated 
by recycles of counter 7. 
Thumbwheel switches 11 are used to input the GRI 

of a selected Loran-C chain to the receiver. The output 
of thumbwheel switches 11 are also input to multiplexer 
8 to apply the GRI of the selected Loran-C chain to 
microprocessor 9. 
With the various types of information being input to 

microprocessor 9 via multiplexer 8 from the circuits 
previously described, microprocessor 9 determines 
when received signals are from the master and second 
ary stations of the selected Loran-C chain. Once micro 
processor 9 closely locates the signals from the selected 
master station, as determined by a match of the GRI 
number input thereto via thumbwheel switches 11 with 
the difference in time of receiving each pulse train trans 
mitted by the master station of the selected chain, the 
receiver goes into a fine search mode utilizing a phase 
lock-loop implemented with a computer program in 
microprocessor 9 and the loop being closed by an input 
from cycle detector 82 to locate the desired radio fre 
quency carrier third cycle positive zero crossing in 
conjunction with zero crossing detector 6. The receiver 
then switches to locate the secondary station signals of 
the selected chain. To locate the secondary stations 
microprocessor 9 creates first a coarse histogram and 
then a fine histogram by storing the time of receiving all 
secondary station signals in time slot bins created by the 
microprocessor in its own memory between the arrival 
of any two consecutive master station pulse trains. 
When signals from the secondary stations of the se 
lected Loran-C chain are located by secondary station 
signal counts appearing in the coarse histogram time 
slot bins at the same rate as the GRI of the selected 
Loran-C chain, the microprocessor 9 creates a fine 
histogram having time slotbins of shorter time duration. 
In this manner microprocessor 9 closely determines the 
time of arrival of pulse trains from the secondary sta 
tions of the selected Loran-C chain. 
Once microprocessor 9 closely determines the time of 

receiving secondary station signals and can calculate 
the time of receipt of subsequently received secondary 
station pulse trains, the microprocessor causes the re 
ceiver to go into a fine search mode utilizing the same 
phase-locked-loop arrangement generally described 
above to accurately locate the third cycle positive zero 
crossing of each pulse of the secondary station pulse 
trains. 
Again, control circuit 76 is provided to monitor the 

level of the received radio frequency signal and auto 
matically adjust the gain of inverting amplifier 81. 
Logic circuit 16 also controls the inverting operation of 
amplifier 81 to periodically switch the phase of signals 
applied via amplifier81 to the remainder of the receiver 
circuitry to remove the effects of noise internal to the 
receiver. 
Once microprocessor 9 functioning with the other 

circuits in our Loran-C receiver has located and locked 
onto the pulse trains being transmitted by the master 
and secondary stations of the selected Loran-C chain, it 
makes the desired time difference of arrival measure 
ments that are required in Loran-C operation. Micro 
processor 9 then causes a visual indication to be given 
via display 12. The output information is platted on a 
Loran-C hydrographic chart in a well-known manner 
to locate the physical position of the Loran-C receiver. 
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There are lamps 70 through 75 on the front panel of 
the receiver which initially all flash on and off when the 
receiver is first turned on. As the signals of the master 
and each secondary station of the selected Loran-C 
chain are located and it is determined by microproces- 5 
sor 9 that each station's signals can be utilized to make 
accurate time difference of signal arrival measurements, 
the lamp associated with that station is changed to be lit 
steady. This gives an indication to the receiver operator 
of the confidence he may have in selecting stations with 
switches 11 to make time difference of signal arrival 
heasurements. 
The oscillator internal to our Loran-C receiver never 

needs calibration, unlike prior art receivers. Micro 
processor 9 knows exactly the time difference of signal 
arrival of the pulse trains from the master station of the 
selected chain because of the GRI input thereto via 
switches 11. This information is compared with the 
output of a master oscillator within the receiver to de 
termine the frequency error of the oscillator. Micro 
processor 9 then interpolates the error over the time 
period between receipt of signals from the master sta 
tion and a correction factor is added or subtracted to 
internal clock indications of time of receipt of all pulses 
from the master and secondary stations to thereafter 
make accurate time difference of signal arrival measure 
inents. 
Other interpolation techniques may also be utilized as 

known in the art to eliminate the effect of clock inaccuracy. 
When a count output of the receiver clock equals the actual 
GRI figure input to the receiver by the operator when the 
clock is accurate, the interpolation is accomplished by 
multiplying time difference measurement made using the 
clock by a fraction made up of the actual GRI figure and 
a measured GR which is the clock count between, e.g., two 
successive received master station pulse trains, with the 
actual GRI being in the numerator or denominator of the 
fraction depending on if the clock count for the measured 
GR is respectively less than or greater than the actual 
GRI. The resultant is the actual measured time difference 40 
of signal arrival. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
Turning now to describe in detail the operation of our 

novel Loran-C equipment. 
In FIG. 2 is seen the shape or waveform of every 

pulse transmitted by both master and secondary Loran 
C stations. The waveform of this pulse is very carefully 
chosen to aid in the detection of the third carrier cycle 
Zero crossing in a manner well known in the art. One 50 
method known in the art is to take the first derivative of 
the curve represented by the envelope of the pulse 
shown in FIG. 2, and this first derivative clearly indi 
cates a point at 25 microseconds from the beginning of 
the pulse. The next zero crossing following this indica- 55 
tion is the desired zero crossing of the third cycle of the 
carrier frequency. Similar to the prior art method just 
described, our novel Loran-C receiver detects the third 
Zero crossing for each pulse of the master station and 
each secondary station. The precise time difference of 60 
arrival measurements to be made utilizing a Loran-C 
receiver are made by measuring the third cycle zero 
crossing of the fifth pulse of the master station pulse 
train and the third carrier cycle zero crossing of the 
fifth pulse of the manually selected secondary station. 

In FIG. 3 is shown a representation of the nine pulse 
and eight pulse signals transmitted by a master station 
and the secondary stations of a Loran-C chain. The 
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small vertical lines each represent a pulse waveform 
such as shown in FIG. 2. The height of the vertical lines 
represents the relative signal strength of the pulses as 
received at a Loran-C receiver. It can be seen that the 
signal strength of the pulses from the masterstation and 
each of the secondary stations are not identical. 

It can be seen in FIG. 3 that the group repetition 
interval (GRI) is defined as the period between the first 
pulses of two consecutive master station pulse trains for 
a given LORAN-C chain. This information is found on 
standard LORAN-Chydrographic charts and is used to 
calibrate the oscillator in my novel LORAN-C receiver 
as will be described in greater detail further in this spec 
ification. 

In a manner well known in the art, LORAN-C re 
ceiving equipment is used to measure the time differ 
ence of arrival between the pulse train from a master 
station pulse train and the pulse trains from two or more 
secondary stations associated with the master station. 
This time difference of arrival information is shown on 
FIG.3 as T, T, and T. 

In FIG. 4 is shown a representative figure of a LO 
RAN-C hydrographic chart. On this chart are shown 
three sets of arcuate curves, each set of curves having a 
five digit number thereon and suffixed by one of the 
letters, x, y or z. The numbers directly correspond to 
the time difference of arrival information TT, and T, 
shown in FIG. 3 and measured by a LORAN-C re 
ceiver. In FIG. 3 the particular secondary station with 
which a set of the arcuate curves is associated is indi 
cated by the suffix, x, y, or z after the numbers on the 
CWes. 
LORAN-C charts show land masses such as island 80 

on FIG. 4. For an example, the operator of my LO 
RAN-C receiver located on boat 81 near island 80 
would measure the time difference of arrival informa 
tion between the master station and at least two of the 
three secondary stations in the LORAN-C chain. The 
operator, in making a measurement with respect to the 
X secondary station would measure 379000 on my LO 
RAN-C receiver. As can be seen in F.G. 4, the line of 
position (LOP) 379000 is shown passing through boat 
81. In a similar manner, the operator would measure the 
time difference arrival information with respect to the Y 
secondary station and would come up with the number 
6998.00 on the receiver. Again, the LOP for this re 
ceiver reading passes through boat 81. If the operator of 
the LORAN-C receiver measures the time difference of 
arrival information with respect to the Z secondary 
station the reading would show 493500 and the LOP for 
this reading also passes through boat 81. Thus, the oper 
ator can accurately fix the position of boat 81 on the 
LORAN-C chart. From this position information on the 
map of FIG. 4, boat 81 may, for example, be accurately 
navigated toward harbor 82 of island 80. 

It will be noted that the sample LORAN-C chart 
shown in FIG. 4 has only five digits on each LOP, but 
my LORAN-C receiver, has six digits. The lowest 
order or sixth digit is used to interpolate between two 
LOPs on the LORAN-C chart in a manner well known 
in the art. In the simple example given above, boat 81 is 
located exactly on three LOPs so no interpolation need 
be done to locate a LOP between those shown on the 
chart of FIG. 4. Thus, it should be noted that the six 
digit numbers obtained utilizing my equipment each 
included an extra zero suffixed to the end of the five 
digit LOP numbers shown on the LORAN-C chart. A 
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sixth digit other than zero on the receiver would require 
interpolation between the LOP lines on the chart. 

In FIGS. 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 is shown a detailed block 
diagram schematic of our novel Loran-C receiver 
which will now be described in detail. FIGS. 5, 6, 7, 8 
and 9 should be arranged as shown in FIG. 11 to best 
understand the description found hereinafter. 

Loran-C signals are received via antenna 2 and pre 
amplifier 1 in a manner well known in the art. Interfer 
ence caused by miscellaneous radio frequency signals 
and signals from other navigational systems are essen 
tially eliminated by filter 1 which utilizes filters having 
a 20 KHz bandwidth centered on 100 KHz with a sharp 
drop-off at either side of this band. Filter 1 is of a con 
ventional design and is not described in further detail 
herein. Similarly, the choice of antenna 2 and/or the 
design thereof is also well known in the art and is not 
disclosed herein in detail for the purpose of not clutter 
ing up the specification with details that are well known 
in the art and would detract from an understanding of 
the invention. The output from filter 1 is the un 
demodulated 100 KHz radio frequency signal and is 
applied to inverting amplifier 81. 
When our novel Loran-C equipment is initially 

placed in operation, it is in a coarse search mode 
wherein it is only trying to generally locate the pulse 
trains from the master and secondary stations of the 
selected chain. This function is accomplished by smart 
shift register 3 as now described. Limiter 17 in detector 
6 hard limits the radio frequency signals input thereto 
from amplifier 81 so that only a chain of binary 1's is 
output from the limiter and input to register 3. Each of 
the binary 1's output from limiter 17 corresponds either 
to a spurious signal pulse or to each cycle of each pulse 
in the pulse trains from the master and secondary star 
tions. These pulses are applied to smart shift register 3 
which is shown in block diagram form in FIG. 5, but is 
shown in detail in FIG. 10 and will be described in 
detail further in this specification. - 

Smart shift register 3 is made up of a number of seri 
ally connected shift registers operating as a delay line. 
These shift registers store a window time sample of all 
received signals which are analyzed by logic circuits to 
determine if the signal stored in the shift registers repre 
sents a pulse train from a Loran-C master or secondary 
station. Due to the clocking or shifting of register 3, the 
sample moves in time corresponding to the time rate of 
receipt of Loran-C signals. The logic gates connected to 
various stages of shift registers are used to analyze the 
signals stored in the register at any point in time to 
determine if the stored signal is from a master or sec 
ondary station and to determine if the received signals 
have what is referred to as A or B phase coding. These 
phase codes are well known to those skilled in the art. 
Upon smart shift register 3 determining that a pulse 
train has been received from a master or secondary 
station, the internal logic gates, which are described in 
greater detail further in the specification, apply an out 
put signal on one of leads MA, MB, SA, or SB, indicat 
ing if the signal is from a master or secondary station 
and the particular phase coding thereof. The signal 
indication is stored in latch 21 which is connected to an 
input of multiplexer 8. In addition, the last named signal 
output from register 3 is applied via OR gate 22 and 
AND gate 98 to the SET input of flip-flop. 23 to place 
this flip-flop in its set state with its 1 output high. The 1 
output of R/S flip-flop. 23 is applied via OR gate 24 to 
clocking input CK of latch 5. This causes latch 5 to 
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store the contents of binary counter 26 in clock/counter 
7 at the moment in time that it is determined that signals 
have been received from a master or secondary station. 
The contents stored in latch 5 are applied to multiplexer 
8 to be input to microprocessor 9 and used in locating 
signals from the selected master and secondary stations. 

Multiplexer 8 in FIG. 6 is required to input signals to 
microprocessor 9 in FIG.7 due to the limited number of 
input terminals to microprocessor 9 and the large num 
ber of leads having signals which must be applied to the 
microprocessor. Multiplexer 8 accomplishes this task 
utilizing time division multiplexing techniques. The 
signals input to multiplexer 8 from microprocessor 9 on 
leads 40 are used to control the operation of multiplexer 
8. Integrated circuit multiplexers are avilable on the 
market but may also be made up of a plurality of two 
input logic AND gates, one input of each of which is 
connected to the leads on which are signals to be multi 
plexed, and the other input of each of which is con 
nected to a clock and counter arrangement which 
causes ones or groups of the logic gates to have their 
other inputs sequentially energized in a cyclic manner. 

Following microprocessor 9 receiving the contents of 
latch 5 via multiplexer 8, indicating the time of receipt 
of a pulse train from a master or a secondary station, the 
microprocessor outputs a signal on LATCH RESET 
which is applied to latches 21 and 5 to clear the informa 
tion stored therein in preparation of storing a subse 
quent clock count indicating receipt of a master or 
secondary station signal. In addition, the LATCH 
RESET is used to return flip-flop. 23 in its reset state. 
As clock signals input to microprocessor 9 represent 

the receipt of master and secondary station signals from 
more than one Loran-C station chain, microprocessor 9 
required an input from the equipment operator using 
thumbwheel switches 11 to indicate a particular Loran 
C chain of interest. The operator first consults a Loran 
C hydrographic chart published by the U.S. Coast 
Guard and finds the group repetition interval (GRI) for 
the Loran-C station chain of interest and then enters the 
GRI via switches 11. 

Microprocessor 9 is working in a coarse search mode 
at this point in operation of the receiver and stores the 
time of receipt of all master station signals which are 
compared to the GRI to identify which master station 
signals are from the selected Loran-C chain. With the 
stored time information for the desired master station 
microprocessor 9 can calculate the future time of re 
ceipt of signals from that master station. When the de 
sired master station signals are being received at the 
calculated times, microprocessor 9 causes the receiver 
circuitry to go into a fine search mode utilizing a phase 
locked loop technique employing computer program 
and the loop is closed by cycle detector 82 and circuitry 
including logic circuit 16 and zero crossing detector 6. 

In the fine search mode of operation which is the 
same for master and secondary stations, but is now 
described only for receipt of the master station signal, 
microprocessor 9 calculates a time 955 microseconds 
before the time of receipt of the next master station 
pulse train. This calculated time, called pretime, is out 
put from microprocessor 9 on its Pre-Time and d Code 
output and applied to the input of latch control 15. 
Microprocessor 9 also energizes its LATCH SELECT 
output to enable latch 15 to store the pretime present at 
its input. In addition, microprocessor 9 applies the phase 
code of the next received master signal to parallel to 
serial converter and energizes its load input to place the 
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phase code in converter 35. In the fine search mode 
comparator 14 is enabled to compare the pretime stored 
in latch 15 with the Real Time count which is output 
from binary counter 26 in clock/counter 7. Upon there 
being a match between the Real Time count and the 
pretime, there is an output from comparator 14 to flip 
flop 66 in logic circuit 16 placing the flip-flop in its reset 
state. Flip-flop 66 had placed in its one state priorly, as 
described further on, and its one output was high. This 
one output is connected to the preset to zero inputs PS 
of counter 34, pulse counter 38, timer 39 and also ap 
plied to gain control 76 to enable it to function. The PS 
inputs of circuits 34, 38 and 39 being high, not only 
preset them to zero but disabled them from operating. 
With comparator 14 now placing flip-flop 66 in its reset 
or zero state, circuits 34, 38, 39 and 76 are enabled to 
operate. 
Counter 34 starts counting up to 9999, which is a one 

millisecond total, and various stages of this counter are 
connected to other circuits. The full or one millisecond 
count occurs for each pulse of the master station pulse 
train being received and is input to pulse count circuit 
38 which is thereby incremented one count as each 
pulse is received, up to a maximum of nine pulses. Cir 
cuit 38 thus keeps track of which pulse is being received 
and applies this information via multiplexer 8 to micro 
processor 9 which then knows when to clear various 
circuits and prepare them for the next received master 
station pulse train. Upon circuit 38 achieving a full nine 
count it applies a signal to the set input 5 of flip-flop 66 
to place it in its one state and preset circuits 34, 38 and 
39 and disable circuits 34, 38, 39 and 76. 

Counter 34 applies outputs to OR gates 88 and 89 in 
cycle detector 82 to identify two search windows used 
in locating the third cycle positive zero crossing of each 
pulse. There are three other outputs from counter 34 
which are applied to the clocking input CKofflip-flops 
42, 43, and 44. These flip-flops are used to take samples 
65.0 microseconds, 58.8 microseconds and 52.5 micro 
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seconds before the third cycle positive zero crossing of 40 
each pulse to determine if there is another signal occur 
ring in time before the signal whose arrival is calculated 
by microprocessor 9. This is done because the receiver 
may have locked onto a sky wave and the desired 
ground wave will be detected ahead of the calculated 
signal. Three samples are taken in case one sample oc 
curs at a zero crossing or in case the sky wave and 
ground wave interfere producing a null at one sample 
point. If microprocessor 9 determines from these sam 
ples prior in time to the calculated signal that there is an 
earlier signal having the same GRI, the microprocessor 
subtracts 40 microseconds from the calculated time and 
the procedures are repeated. This continues until no 
signal having the same GRI is detected prior to the 
calculated time of arrival, thereby indicating that the 
receiver has located and is locked onto the ground 
Wave. 

Once the ground wave is locked onto the third cycle 
positive zero crossing must be located for each pulse of 
the master station pulse trains. This is primarily the 
function of cycle detector 82 and zero-crossing detector 
6. 

In cycle detector 82 each received signal in its RF 
state from inverter 81 is applied undemodulated to 5 
microsecond delay line 83 and to variable resistor 84 of 
cycle detector 82. The output of delay circuit 83 and 
resistor 84 are input to summing circuit 85 which sums 
the two RF signals being input thereto on a point-by 
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point, cycle-by-cycle basis to produce an RF output 
signal having a different waveform but of the same 
frequency as the input signals. The signals input to sum 
ming circuit 85 are shown in FIG. 12D, while the signal 
output from summing circuit 85 is shown in FIG. 12E. 
In FIG. 12D, the sinusoidal signal designated by wave 
form envelope 98 has the same envelope shape and same 
RF phase as the received RF Loran-C signal. Variable 
resistor 84 attenuates the received and undemodulated 
signal to produce the signal represented by waveform 
100. Five microsecond delay circuit 83 delays the whole 
received signal by 5 microseconds while introducing 
little or no loss and the signal output from the circuit is 
represented by the sinusoidal signal having the wave 
form 100. The adjustment of variable resistor 84 is de 
scribed hereinafter. 
While variable resistor 84 and delay line 83 are dis 

closed as the preferred embodiment for long-term cir 
cuit stability and to produce the signal 98 and 100 hav 
ing the relationship shown in FIG. 12D, many other 
circuit arrangements may be employed to achieve the 
same result. The same result may be accomplished with 
active and passive components in both paths. 
Summing circuit 85 processes or algebraically com 

bines the two RF signals 98 and 100 input thereto on a 
point-by-point, cycle-by-cycle basis in a subtractive 
manner, due to these two signals being 180' out of phase 
with each other, to produce an output signal having the 
waveform 101 shown in FIG. 12E. It may be seen that 
the instantaneous carrier frequency of the output signal 
101 is the same as the frequency of the two signals input 
to summing circuit 85. However, up to time T, the 
output signal 101 is in phase with signal 98, but thereaf 
ter undergoes a 180° phase shift and signal 101 is then in 
phase with signal 100. The phase is determined by 
which of the two signal inputs to summing circuit 85 has 
the greater amplitude and the phase change point is 
therefore adjustable by the setting of variable resistor 
84. Variable resistor 84 is adjusted so that the ampli 
tudes of signals 98 and 99 cross each other at point 99 
which needs only be within the negative portion of the 
third carrier cycle of undelayed signal 98. Prior in time 
to point 99, which corresponds to time T, the ampli 
tude of each cycle of signal 98 is greater than the ampli 
tude of each cycle of signal 100, and this causes output 
signal 101 from summing circuit 85 to be in phase with 
signal 98. After time T, however, the amplitude of 
each cycle of signal 100 is greater than the amplitude of 
each cycle of signal 98 and output signal 101 is in phase 
with signal 100 as shown. Variable resistor 84 is ad 
justed to cause the phase reversal to take place during 
the 5 microsecond duration of the negative half of the 
third received Loran-C cycle and more particularly, to 
point 99 as shown in FIG. 12D in this embodiment of 
the invention. 

In practice, however, variable resistor 84 may be 
adjusted such that the crossover point 99 of signals 98 
and 100 in FIG. 12D occurs anywhere within plus or 
minus 2.5 microseconds of time T. This is any time 
during the negative half cycle of the third full cycle of 
signal 98. 

Signal 101 in FIG. 12E is output from summing cir 
cuit 85 and applied to limiter 86 which converts the 
radio frequency signal to a square wave by clipping the 
signal amplitude in a well-known manner to produce 
the binary waveform shown in FIG. 12A. The phase 
reversal which occurs at time T is also shown in this 
figure. 
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The binary signal output from limiter 86 is input to 
exclusive OR gate 87. There is a second input to exclu 
sive OR gate 87 from logic cirucit 16. The waveform of 
this clock signal is shown in FIG. 12B. This clock signal 
is 100 KHz and includes phase code reversals (not 
shown) so that phase code phase shifts are removed and 
do not affect the operation of other circuitry in cycle 
detector 82. Exclusive OR gate 87 operates in a manner 
well known in the art and prior to time T, when the 
signals input to gate 87 as shown in FIG, 12A and FIG. 
12B are in phase with each other, there is no output 
from gate 87. However, after time T. due to the phase 
reversal created by the action of summing circuit 85, it 
may be seenin FIG. 12A and 12B that the signals input 
to gate 87 are no longer in phase with each other. As a 
result, starting at time T, the output of exclusive OR 
gate 87 goes high as shown in FIG. 12C. The high 
output from gate 87 is applied to counter enable input 
CE of counter 90 to enable this counter to operate in 
response to start and stop signals which will be de 
scribed hereinafter. 
As mentioned briefly heretofore the Loran-C re 

ceiver equipment including microprocessor 9 locates 
the transmissions from the master and each of the sec 
ondary stations from a selected Loran-C transmitter 
chain. After locating the signals transmitted by the 
master and secondary stations of the selected Loran-C 
chain at the GRI rate, microprocessor 9 calculates the 
expected time of arrival of subsequent received signals 
from these stations. At the expected start time of the 
first pulse of the pulse train from a master or secondary 
station, counter 90 is energized via logic circuit 16 and 
OR gate 88 to start counting the 10 MHz clock input 
thereto. 
As may be seen in FIG. 8 there are four inputs to OR 

gates 88 and 89, and these sequentially go high once for 
each pulse of the pulse trains from both the master and 
secondary stations under the control of counter 34 in 
logic circuit 16. That is, each of these four inputs mo 
mentarily goes high once every 1000 microseconds. 
These times are represented by Ta, Tb, T. and T in 
FIG. 12B. The two inputs to OR gate 88 are repre 
sented by times Ta and T. The two inputs of OR gate 89 
are represented by times T and Ta. The output of OR 
gate 88 is connected to the start input of counter 90 
while the output of OR gate 89 is connected to the 
STOP input thereof. When counter 90 is enabled to 
count, it counts pulses from a 10 MHz clock applied to 
its clocking input CK. Thus, as generally represented in 
FIGS. 12B and 12C, counter 90 is enabled to count at 
time Ta and is then disabled from counting at time T. 
Directly thereafter, counter 90 is again enabled to count 
at time T and is disabled from counting at time Ta. 
These start and stop times open and close two 2.5 mi 
crosecond search windows set 12.5 microseconds apart 
to be placed by microprocessor 9 calculating pretime on 
either side of time T for each pulse as shown in both 
FIGS. 12B and 12C. In each of these search windows, 
the signal output from exclusive OR gate 87 as shown in 
FIG. 12C is sampled a maximum of twenty-five times at 
0.1 microsecond spacing. The search windows may be 
other than 2.5 microseconds wide and there may be 
many search windows. The results of this sampling are 
stored in counter 20 because the clock pulses are 
counted while input CE is jointly high and the count is 
decoded and checked by decoders 91 and 92. If the 
count in counter 90 is less than thirteen there is an out 
put from decoder 91 and if the count is greater than 
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thirteen there is an output from decoder 92. The results 
of the decoding by decoders 91 and 92 will be an output 
of 00, 01, 10 or 11 for each pulse and the results are 
temporarily stored in flip-flops 93 and 94. The results 
are then transferred to flip-flops 95 and 96 upon being 
clocked therein under the control of an output of 
counter 34 in logic circuit 16. 

In the ideal case, with no received noise or spurious 
signals, and detector 82 is in phase with the received 
signal pulse, the zero to one transition of the signal 
output from exclusive OR gate 87 as shown in FIG. 12C 
is stable at time T. However, in actual operation, noise 
and spurious signals cause this transition to fluctuate in 
time, that is not to occur at precise time intervals. In 
addition, spurious momentary spike-like transitions oc 
curring prior to or after time T can also be mistakenly 
identified as the desired transition at time T and de 
grade reliable Loran-C receiver operation. Further, 
non-phase coherence between the received signal and 
the clock driving gates 88 and 89 will cause the zero to 
one transition output from gate 87 to occur earlier or 
later than T. All of these affect the count in counter 90 
for each pulse. 
To minimize the effect of the above problems, the 

search windows between times Ta and T and times T. 
and Tad are utilized. More particularly, twenty-six sam 
ples are taken within each search window and an analy 
sis is initially made by decoders 91 and 92 for each 
pulse. Flip-flops 95 and 96 forward the signal outputs of 
decoders 91 and 92 for every pulse via multiplexer 8 to 
microprocessor 9 which develops a histogram for a 
large number of pulses. The histogram is analyzed to 
decide if the microprocessor calculated time of arrival 
should be revised, 

In the ideal signal case with no transients or fluctua 
tions as shown in FIG. 12C, at any time prior to time T, 
the output of exclusive OR gate 87 in FIG. 8 is low and 
does not enable counter 90. At time Ta, which is 941.3 
microseconds after the start of pretime upon which 
counter 34 is enabled, OR gate 88 enables the start input 
of counter 90 as mentioned previously, but cycles of the 
10 MHz clock input to counter 90 cannot be counted as 
counter enable input CE is not energized by gate 87. 
Thereafter, OR gate 89 provides a stop signal to counter 
90 at time T, which is 2.5 microseconds later than start 
signal Ta. In this case counter 90 has a zero count 
therein immediately following the search window be 
tween Tand T. The zero count is detected by decoder 
92 which provides an output to set flip-flop 94 to its one 
state whenever there is a count less than thirteen in 
counter 90. Also, decoder 91 will maintain a zero output 
which will be applied via flip-flops 93 and 95 and multi 
plexer 8 to microprocessor 9. Thus, microprocessor 9 
receives an 01 signal indicating correct location of the 
point immediately preceding the third cycle positive 
zero crossing. The next output from zero crossing de 
tector 6 is then the desired zero crossing. 

In the event transients occur within the search win 
dow between times Ta and Tb, the transients each cause 
counter enable input CE of counter 90 to go high. For 
the extremely brief period of time defined by the tran 
sients within the search window, a cycle of the 10 MHz 
clock applied to clocking input CK is counted by 
counter 90. If more than one transient appears within 
this first search window, multiple counts will appear in 
counter 90. Statistically, the number of counts in 
counter 90 will be less than thirteen for the search win 
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dow defined by Ta to Twhen the sample point is prior 
to time T in FIG. 12C. 
For a perfect received signal with no noise or spuri 

ous signals the output from exclusive OR gate 87 will 
always be high during the search window between 
times T and Twhich starts 12.5 microseconds after T, 
and which must be adjusted by calculation of pretime to 
occur after time T. During this latter search window 
which is also of 2.5 microseconds duration in this em 
bodiment of my invention there will also occur twenty 
five pulses from the 10 MHz clock applied to clocking 
input CK of counter 90 resulting in a count of twenty 
five being stored in counter 90. This count of twenty 
five is detected by decoder 91 as being a count greater 
than thirteen which places flip-flop 93 in its set state. 
Flip-flop 93 being in its set state provides an indication 
to microprocessor 9 that the signal level occurring 
within the T-T search window is at one level. 

Noise transients occurring within the search window 
between T and T will cause the one level to go to a 
zero level. This means that the output of exclusive OR 
gate 87 goes to zero during this latter search window 
for each transient, which in turn disables counter 90 
from counting a cycle of the 10 MHz clock. Statisti 
cally, transients will not cause a count of less than thir 
teen in counter 20 between times Tand Taif counter 90 

started at the proper time by outputs of OR gate 88 
ultimately under the control of microprocessor 9. The 
equal to or greater than thirteen count in counter 90 is 
detected by decoder 91 which places flip-flop 93 in its 
one state. Microprocessor 9 takes the one output of 
flip-flop 93 via flip-flop 95 and multiplexer 8 to indicate 
that the signal level within the search window between 
T and T is at a one level. 
With the operation of the circuitry in FIG. 8 just 

described, it can be seen that the circuitry develops and 
analyzes samples within each of the two search win 
dows that are adjusted to be on either side of the transi 
tion occurring at time T, which points to the desired 
cycle of the carrier frequency which occurs immedi 
ately thereafter, The effect of the histograms developed 
by microprocessor 9 from the outputs from cycle detec 
tor 82 is to statistically eliminate the effect of noise 
transients and spurious signals that occur within the 2.5 
microseconds search windows that microprocessor 9 
jointly shifts to be placed on either side of the transition 
at time T. In addition, phase incoherence between the 
received signal and signal outputs from counter 34 con 
trolling the sample windows will not affect cycle detec 
tor 82 in conjunction with revised pretime calculations 
by microprocessor 9 from accurately indicating that the 
next positive zero crossing indication by detector 6 is 
for the desired third cycle. Thus, the desired zero cross 
ing of each Loran-C pulse occurring immediately after 
the transition at time T is easier to locate and time 
difference of Loran-C signal arrival measurements are 
made more accurately, even in noisy signal environ 
ments wherein the signal-to-noise ratio of the received 
signal is low. 
The circuit operation just described wherein the two 

search windows straddle the transition at T is premised 
on the assumption that microprocessor 9 functioning 
with the other receiver circuitry has started counter 34 
in logic circuit 16 at the proper time. In reality, this does 
not occur because in the rough search mode the track 
ing point of each pulse is not determined within a few 
microseconds. Thus, the two search windows may not 
initially be one on either side of the transition occurring 
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at time T for each pulse. If both search windows ini 
tially occur prior to the transition at time T, the histo 
gram assembled by the microprocessor 9 from cycle 
detector 82 outputs will have a zero count for both 
search windows. Microprocessor 9 responds to this 
zero-zero histogram indication that it develops over 
many pulses to increment the calculated time of arrival 
of the pulse trains from the master and secondary sta 
tion by increments of 10 microseconds, which are multi 
ples of one carrier cycle, and thereby ultimately enables 
counter 90 to start counting at a later time equal to the 
increment. The process described for cycle detector 82 
is then repeated and microprocessor 9 again analyzes 
the results. If the result is again a zero-zero count for 
both search windows, microprocessor 90 again incre 
ments the calculated time of arrival until the desired 
zero-one histogram count occurs indicating that the 
transition at time T has been located. 

In a similar manner, if microprocessor 9 receives an 
indication of a one count within both search windows, 
the calculated time of arrival of the Loran-C signals is 
decremented and the procedure is repeated. This decre 
menting or incrementing process is continued until mi 
croprocessor 9 receives a zero count for the search 
window occurring between times Ta and Tb and a one 
count for the search window occurring between times 
T and T. In this manner, circuitry of FIG. 8 function 
ing in conjunction with microprocessor 9 accurately 
locates the transition at time T and thereby knows that 
the next positive zero crossing of the carrier is the de 
sired third cycle positive zero crossing of the received 
pulse signal used to make the time difference of signal 
arrival measurements. 
Thus, microprocessor 9 functioning with the other 

receiver circuitry operates as a phase-locked-loop with 
cycle detector 82 and zero crossing detector 6 more 
particularly closing the loop to allow the receiver to 
accurately locate the third cycle positive zero crossing 
of each pulse. This operation occurs in the fine search 
mode for the master and all secondary stations. 

In the prior art Loran-C receiver circuitry sampled 
and analyzed received signals to first identify master 
and secondary station signals and then to locate the 
third cycle positive zero crossing tracking point. This 
process was designed to take at least several minutes to 
assure that the tracking point was accurately located or 
acquired as the signal-to-noise ratio could be very low. 
However, this long acquisition time was still used even 
when strong signals were received resulting in a high 
signal-to-noise ratio. Unlike the prior art our novel 
receiver provides adaptive signal acquisition wherein in 
a strong signal environment with a high signal-to-noise 
ratio the high signal-to-noise ratio is determined and 
time difference of signal arrival measurements are out 
put to the operator in a matter of seconds. In a weak 
signal environment, however, a signal-to-noise ratio is 
determined and a longer time is required to provide the 
output to the operator. 
To accomplish this, cycle detector 82 is utilized in 

conjunction with microprocessor 9. As previously de 
scribed, microprocessor 9 and the other receiver cir 
cuitry cooperate in a phase-locked-loop mode to locate 
a specific point at time T a few microseconds before 
the tracking point. Upon accurately locating the spe 
cific point, the output from detector 82 to microproces 
sor 9 is a zero-one indication as previously described. A 
zero-one indication will be given to microprocessor 9 
for every pulse in a perfect signal environment. How 
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ever, as the signal-to-noise ratio decreases, the zero-one 
histogram developed by microrprocessor 9 will show 
fewer and fewer zero-one counts for a given number of 
samples. In adition, increased noise will cause an in 
crease in the one-zero output from cycle detector 82 to 
microprocessor 9. The one-zero output is caused 
strictly by noise. Microprocessor 9 is programmed to 
compare the result of the zero-one histogram with the 
one-zero histogram, both of which it develops, to derive 
a signal quality figure. This signal quality figure indi 
cates to microprocessor 9 how to adjust the adaptive 
signal acquisition. In addition, the Loran-C receiver 
operator may operate a front panel control entitled 
SIGNAL QUALITY to get a readout on display 51 and 
52 of this derived signal quality figure for the master 
and secondary stations being utilized to make the dis 
played time difference of signal arrival measurements. 
On the front panel of the Loran-C receiver are lamps 

70 through 75 respectively entitled M, S1, S2, S3, S4 
and S5 and associated with master and secondary sta 
tions of the selected Loran-C chain. While particular 
ones of these stations are being acquired, the associated 
one of the lamps is flashed by microprocessor 9. After 
the signal has been acquired for any particular station 
and time difference of signal arrival measurements can 
reliably be made utilizing that particular station, the 
associated one of lamps 70 through 75 is lit steady. In 
this manner, the receiver operator knows which sec 
ondary stations can be relied on when identifying sta 
tions with thumbwheel switches 61 and 62 to be used to 
make time difference of signal arrival measurements. 
Once master station signals of the selected Loran-C 

chain have accurately been acquired using the coarse 
and fine search modes previously described, the re 
ceiver circuitry then goes into the secondary station 
coarse search mode. In this mode, microprocessor 9 
divides the time interval between receipt of any two 
master station signals up into a number of time slot bins. 
As indications are received from smart shift register 3 
and logic circuit 4 of received secondary station signals, 
as well as indication of the time received from clock 
Mcounter 7 via latch 5, a count is placed in an appropri 
ate computer program created time slot bin. The con 
tents of the bins are analyzed by microprocessor 9 to 
locate the secondary station signals for the selected 
Loran-C chain. Once located, for each secondary sta 
tion the particular time slot bin for a secondary station 
as well as the slot on either side thereof are broken 
down into a large number of time slot bins each of 
shorter time duration. Again the above process is re 
peated to more closely identify the time of arrival of the 
desired secondary station signals. Then microprocessor 
9 can begin to calculate the approximate time of arrival 
of the secondary station signals. At this time micro 
processor 9 causes the other circuitry to change to fine 
search mode which is the same for the secondary sta 
tions as it was for the master station which fine search 
mode was previously described in detail. Again, when a 
zero-one histogram is developed by microprocessor 9 
for each secondary station, the microprocessor knows 
that the next positive zero crossing detected by zero 
crossing detector 6 is the desired third cycle positive 
zero crossing. 

In the fine search mode for master and secondary 
stations microprocessor 9 stores and analyzes by inte 
gration the latch 5 indicated times of receipt for the 
third cycle positive zero crossing for all master and 
secondary station pulses to make sure they are accu 
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rately located and then the time difference of signal 
arrival measurements are made and displayed for the 
secondary stations defined by the receiver operator 
using thumb wheel switches 61 and 62. 
The operation of zero crossing detector 6 in FIG. 5 is 

now described. It can be seen that the input to detector 
6 is from inverting amplifier81 in FIG. 8. The input is 
still the 100 KHz radio frequency signal which is hard 
limited by limiter 17 to produce a binary signal at the 
100 KHz frequency. This signal passes through exclu 
sive OR gate 36 and is applied to the clocking input CK 
of flip-flop 37. The D input of flip-flop 37 is controlled 
by counter 34 in logic circuit 16 and goes high at the 
beginning of each received pulse. 

Flip-flop 37 in detector 6 being placed in its set state 
with its one input high upon both its inputs being high, 
causes latch 5 to store the contents of counter 26 at that 
particular moment in time. Microprocessor 9 thereby 
receives a time indication of the beginning of each radio 
frequency cycle of each of the pulses and this informa 
tion is used to make the required time difference of 
arrival measurements which are the basis or the Loran 
C system. Flip-flop. 37 is returned to its reset state before 
the beginning of the first cycle of a subsequent pulse 
received from a master or secondary station by the 
LATCH RESET signal as described heretofore. 

Microprocessor 9 thereby has a multiplicity of clock 
times, once for each positive zero crossing, being en 
tered into latch 5. They are all ignored, however, ex 
cept for the desired third cycle positive zero crossing. 
As previously described, microprocessor 9 functions 
with other circuitry including particularly cycle detec 
tor 82 to adjust the calculated time of arrival and re 
ceive an indication at time T, as previously described 
for detector 82 which will occur a few microseconds 
before the third cycle positive zero crossing for each 
pulse. Thus, in response to the time T, determination by 
microprocessor 9, only the clock time for the third 
cycle positive zero crossing for each pulse is actually 
taken by microprocessor in the fine search mode for 
both master and secondary stations for the time differ 
ence of signal arrival measurements. 
As is well known in the art, each of the pulses of the 

pulse trains received from master and secondary Loran 
C stations is phase coded. This phase coding must be 
removed within our Loran-C receiver or 5 microsecond 
time measurement errors can occur. To accomplish this, 
when microprocessor 9 changes the receiver over to the 
fine search mode for either master or secondary station 
signal acquisition, the microprocessor parallel loads the 
phase coding for the first eight pulses of the next to be 
received master or secondary station pulse train of the 
selected Loran-C chain into parallel/serial converter 35 
of logic circuit 16 via its d code load output. Converter 
35 is a conventional shift register well known in the art 
which may be loaded in parallel and then shifted out in 
serial to perform parallel to serial conversion. This 
phase coding is stored in microprocessor 9 and is se 
lected by information input to the equipment by the 
operator using thumbwheel switches 11. The clocking 
input CL to converter 35 is 100 KHz and the pha phase 
code contents of converter 35 are serially shifted out at 
a 100 KHz rate. The output Q of converter 35 is con 
nected via exclusive OR gate 33 to one of the two inputs 
of exclusive OR gate 36 in zero crossing detector 6. 
Exclusive OR gate 36 functions as an inverter in this 
case in a manner well known to circuit designers. When 
a particular one of the pulses of the pulse trains received 
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from a master or secondary station is of a positive phase 
there is no signal or a zero on output Q from converter 
35. The result is that each radio frequency cycle of a 
pulse is hard limited by limiter 17 and will pass directly 
through exclusive OR gate 36 to flip-flop 37 phase un 
changed. Upon the expected receipt of a pulse which is 
to be of a negative phase, converter 35 will have a one 
at its output which causes gate 36 to invert the phase of 
the pulse output from limiter 17. That is, the signal 
being input to detector 6 is effectively shifted 180 
thereby eliminating the negative phase coding applied 
to the particular pulse. This is done in order that there 
will be an output from exclusive OR gate 36 to place 
flip-flop. 37 in its set state at exactly the beginning of 
each pulse of the pulse trains from the master and sec 
ondary stations irregardless of phase shift. 
A second phase code shifting function is accom 

plished within the receiver to average out internally 
generated noise within the front end circuity of the 
receiver which noise normally creates a bias level 
which seriously affects the ability to locate the third 
cycle positive zero crossing of each pulse. After the 
receipt of two master station pulse trains the phase of all 
signals is inverted within the receiver to average out the 
OS. 

Masterpretime encoder 31 in logic circuit 16 is incre 
mented by one each time a master station phase code is 
loaded into parallel to serial converter 35. Encoder 31 is 
connected to divider 32 which divides the contents of 
encoder 31 by four. The output of divider 32 is input to 
exclusive OR gate 33 which now functions as a phase 
inverter and inverts the entire phase code shifted out of 
converter 35. The output of divider 32 is also applied to 
the inverting input I of inverting amplifier81 in FIG. 8. 
This causes all received signals to undergo a 180 degree 
phase shift after every two received master station pulse 
trains. The effect of this periodically alternating phase 
shift is removed at zero crossing detector 6 where inter 
nal noise is no longer a problem. Counter 34 causes gate 
65 to reshift the phase code before being applied to gate 
36 in zero crossing detector 6. Gate 36 then causes the 
alternating phase code reversal to be removed. 
A gain control circuit 76 in FIG. 9 is also provided to 

automatically adjust the gain level of amplifier 81 in 
FIG. 8 to thereby assure that the signal level to other 
circuitry in the receiver is sufficient for proper opera 
tion of the circuitry. Potentiometer 77 is connected as a 
voltage divider and is adjusted to apply a predeter 
mined voltage to one of the two inputs of comparator 
78. The other input to comparator 78 is connected to 
the output of amplifier 81 to monitor the signal level. 
When the signal level output from amplifier81 becomes 
too low, there is a high output from comparator 78 
which is connected to one of the two inputs of AND 
gate 79. The other input of gate 79 goes high when 
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flip-flop 66 in logic circuit 16 is placed in its reset state 
at the beginning of the calculated pretime. Thus, there is 
an output from gate 79 to place flip-flop 80 in its set or 
one state when the signal output from amplifier 81 is too 
low and at the beginning of pretime. Flip-flop being in 
its set state applies a signal to the control input C of 
amplifier 81 causing it to change to a higher gain level. 
The reset input of flip-flop 80 goes high returning it to 
its zero or reset state under control of the same signal 
that causes the calculated preset time to be loaded into 
latch 15 in FIG. 7. Thus, the gain of amplifier 81 is 
returned to its normal lower level prior to receiving 
each pulse train from a master or secondary station. 
The signals output from microprocessor 9 to display 

12 are applied to the appropriate digital display units 
therein. Digital display unit 51 is used to visually display 
the time difference of arrival information for one se 
lected secondary station, and digital display 52 is used 
to visually display the time difference of arrival infor 
mation for a second selected secondary station. The 
inputs of these digital displays is encoded and is appro 
priately decoded by anode drivers 46 and 47, anode 
decoder 48 and decoder/drivers 50 and 68 to drive 
digital displays 52 and 51 respectively. These displays 
along with their associated decoding and driving cir 
cuitry are well known in the art and are commercially 
available. In this embodiment of our invention, displays 
51 and 52 are Itron FG612A1 fluorescent displays, but 
they may also be light emitting diode displays or liquid 
crystal displays, or any other form of visual display. 
To select the secondary stations, the time difference 

of arrival measurements for which are to be displayed 
on displays 51 and 52, thumbwheel switches 61 and 62 
are provided. Switch 61 is physically adjacent to dis 
play 51 and one of the numbers "1" to "5" are selected 
with this switch to indicate to processor 9 the informa 
tion to be displayed. Similarly, thumbwheel switch 62 is 
associated with display 52 and is used by the equipment 
operator to indicate the particular secondary station 
arrival measurement to be displayed on display 52. 
Switch 11 shows no details but is made up of four indi 
vidual switches such as represented by switch 61 in 
FIG. 7. The operation of a detented thumbwheel brings 
numbers into a window and output terminals of the 
switch indicates the chosen number to microprocessor 
9. 
The following program listing shows the complete 

source programs for the operation of microprocessor 9 
in our Loran-C receiver. The programs are written in 
the PL/M language of Intel Corporation and must be 
run through a compiler to obtain the machine code to 
be loaded into the 8080 microprocessor used in our 
receiver. Descriptive headings are provided throughout 
the program listing to identify sub routines that imple 
ment various functions of the program. 
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AIN PRO ME 

ISS-1 PL-29 W. 3 EPLC F DUE LR 
JEC, ELE PRCSE i FN.E. 
OPER INKE. S. P.S.) Fiji. ERC 

RTE(3S FR 3) 
SE 
PREHS5) 
TITLEAN PROGR UE 

ERR J27, 22.SS J. CERNO 04/9/8 

LPN: 
00; it BEGINNING RIN FRRR MODULE / 

LORAN C FROER DECRETS is 

2 CERRE LIT LERLY LERY', 
CL ITFL CEFRE; 

CEL ET LIT 'EER', 
PE IT PBLIC’; 

CSPA ERATIONS / w 
C (DIGIT, DSG, DSPDISP2). BYTE P8, 
CEL SEGSEG2, NBCD, EC, SIGL 6) EYTE PUB; 
DC IN LIT E4, 

CUT L 'ESH', 
CUT LE ESH', 

E L ERH', 
OUT LIT EH', 
US EH'; 

'it EECO FN SCO3 CERRANS / 
CC Si3, S182 BCE, ECC82, BCDE, EC4, SCDS) 8TE PB; 
C RECEPTR, ENPR NDRESS F8; l 

,' NO ERL ERT INSEE) Ei is 

' FEE EELE, s, 
a C. ET FF’; 

FREE T H E RE; 
: iCL: ISCM EYTE FUB; 

'IX, 2, 3, 4, 5, 15, UK) BYE FB; 

' ASSE ECRTS 
FC, CT, it'SPR, FPR, FHSER, CRRELATE EYTE PE; 

EL (E24. ES PB; 
as as 
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FR3) SYE PE; 
C 3, 3N2) SYTE PB; 
C. TEP9, TEP, EP2 BYE P8, 

RSF, RSFREF2, FRED, MPRED FRED2) BYE Ps 
I FOR LE 

CLEPT BYS PB; 
DC PRSR IT '938; 
C PRS8 L '8; 
SPRR LIT S1887; 

C. SPHAS3 LT 3:28, 

STERFINE CECARATIONS by 
DCL (MPHRSSR, P, PHASECRSN) ORESS PC; 
DC PHSD (4) DDRESS PE 
C (PSC, SN, SWE, RI, EFT) BYE P. 

DC (388, S8, SU32, TEPR, TPR, TPR2). BYTE P. 
DCL (GR3, GRGR2, S, SS2, S3, DVISOR, XP). BYTEPs 
DC (CRENCY, WPRLFRSTSE INTERATON) for SS Ps 
DC (XN, NEPA, S, SG) RRSS P; 
CCL (PREME, PREME PRETE2). BYTE P8, 
DC (CRRECT, CCRSECT CORRECT2) SYTE PU 
CL (CCEERR, MS, SRSN2) SYE PU 

CCL PHRSEDSSTORE (4) RDDRESS PB; 

't SLAYEcoARSE DECARATICs w 
DC (SFOD, SCRBIN, SGRT (S) BYTE PU; 
CL SK (5) SYTE P8, 
CCL CFSN 19) STE PS; 
CL FFEN (S6) YE P8 
CL KE, NEINE2). BYTE FU 
CL (PTRPTR, BINCNT, PTRAX 6YE PUB; 
DC (CNT, CNR, CNT4, ET) BYTE PE 

/ SREFINE CECURRRTICS / 
DC (SBN 8th SB2, SC, SC, S2, SC, SL, SS2, S3) Y. P. 
DC (S3, PSUT, PH, PHI) SYTE PU 
CC (SLCN, INTEGRATS, PRSER, SPRS, SPASEC) RORESS P. 
CL. SGS3, SIRS) CRESS PS 

DC SPHRSD (4) CRESS PUS, 
CL (SIGRSR, SIGRSS, LOOPSFRCTCR) (S) RCRESS PUB; 
NC SI), SSN) (5) SYTE PL8; 
DC (SC, SL) (20). BYTE PUB; 
CCL REJECT, CYCLEERRS, SCOUNT, SKYWAVES, RIGHTSLEFS, NPOER) (5). BYTE PUB; 

SWCNT, SLWCY, SPSERSPh38, SPHSEC) (5) CRESS PU 
CC FHSE (S) STRCTRE (OECISION (4) DRESS) P3, 
DCL (SPREX, SPRESPRED2) SYTE P8, 
DC (SS8, SNL, SSN2). BYTE P3; 

TECT CECLRRRIONS / 
CL f, W, y PCRESS F3; 
CL FIUSIGHILI) BYE PUB; 

' A CSCLRTNS 
FSTE8' STE P8, 
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C RETE SYTE PE; 
, , ; BYTE PEB; 

C EC EVE FE; 
(C N RES PUB; 

AIN FROR OLE 

CL FBE5 EYE P8, 

' ETERNAL PRCELKES CALLED / 
BTEC: FROCCURE (EIPTR, BCDPTR) RORECS EXTERNR; 

'THIS PUTE CRS N RSSEELY LRNGRE PROGRR THRT CONMRTS 
A 20 BT BINARY HEER TO 5 NPRCKEd BCD NCRS. This 
3RCUTE USES THE USE DRB8E ALR, . E. SHIFT 
EFT NO DECR. R.S 29 TES. THE DATA IS PRSS2) N THE 

FORM OF TRBLES ITH BNPTR IN THE EC REGPAIR PONTING TO THE 
BINARY DATA AND SCDPTR N TE DE REG PRR PONTING TO THE 
RESULTING BCD RELE / 

CCL BINPTR RCFESS, BIN SRSD BNPTR) (2) EYTE, 
ECL BCCPTR stFESS, ECD BASED BCEPT) (6) BYTE, 

E2 3T3C, 'ED F ENRL SC NMERSON / 

BCC13. CR 12259,3254 OHLT 2/77 by 

2C8: ERCCELE (EFTR, BIPTRS RERESS EXTERR 
'S ROUE CFL RN RSSEELY RNE SUBROUTINE THT 
CSTS R 6 (). NPACKED SC NER TO A 3 BYTE 8NRRY 
UER THIS IS FERFORMED SING R HD SAR 0 

BCD CONESN EXCEPT OU SHIFT RGHT RND DJUST THE CCD 
FIUPEER Y S SSTRACTING 3 FCR DECIMAL ROJSTENT. w 

C. BCCPR RESS, ECO RSD SCPTR) (6) BYTE, 
CCL B.PR RECRESS, 8 ER3 BKPR) (3). BYTE; 

END ECOTR, 'ED OF EXERN BINARY CONMERSION by 

SEG7: FREEREBCD). BYTE EX; 
C EC 9YTE; 

EN SEF, 

REA PROCECURE EXT; 
E FEP; 

RSEFE: PSOCEURE EXT 
END STERFE 

SREFE: PROCECRE EX; 
END SREFINE, 

4ASTERFE: FSOCERE ET; 
O STSCCRRSE 

ELECORSE: FRGSCURE EK, 
ER WECORRSE; 
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73 'N OF F 6, Ny 
SE 

4 2 IF (MUX: 3 ND FH X 8) RNd & 4) 
AD (FO) is e) TEN CAL STRCfRSE 

LSE CAL SYESCORSE 
EN, ED DO FREER 
TIS IS THE D F THIS EDCESS/ 

3 LRRN; 

77 

OCLE FORTION: 

COE AREA SE s 350 
'REE RER SE is 2ECH S 
'A' SRK SE a 22H D 
298 L RERD 
FGFR (S) 

F PLM-E PLRTIN 

MRSCRSE 

SS-P-33'2.3 EOPLATION OF MODULE PRSTERCRSECULE 
UE PRCD N F:RSCRS. B. 

PER NOKE SY: FLS FRCRS, SRC 

SORTE PR 8) 
CEG 
PRGEDTH(S6) 
TITLE(MRSERCORSE) 

ECR 27S,2256 J. CERN 0// / 

FASRCREOLLE: 
O; ' EEGINNING RSR CORRE PROGRR. DE / 

LORIC PROGRRECTIONS / 

2 CELE IT LIERRL LIF, 
L LEFRY CERE; 

C E L EKR, 
FE LI FEIC', 

SPP (ECRIS / 
G, SPSP SYE E; 

5 C EELSE, ECD, EC2, SIGIT) B) SYTE EXT 
LT SEH', 

E3H', 
UT LIT E, 

EH', 
3 IT SEH, 

EUS EH, 
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't SS RE SCO3 CECRRRTCNS / 
C (BIN, 3IN BN2, BC, BCD. BCD2 BC)3, SC4, EOS) SYE EX; 
CL CCFTR, SPTR) FCCRESS EXT 

, O LEP DECRTOS 3D SE / 

is RERD CECUFRIGNS , 
ECL RE LIT FFH' 
CL FREER LIT HELE SE; 
CL KCGN STE ET, 
CCL '83, f : 13,4,5,6,7 BYTE EXT, 

-' FASCRFE CELSRTNS sy 
ECL Fiji, C, EFTR, FRSPR, FRSER, CORRETE) SYTE EXT; 

- ‘ATEf 4 EYE ET; 
C PRES SE EX; 
CL 228, '8N1 M3N2 SYTE ES; 

ECL PA, TEP, EP2 SE EXT, 
EL (tREF3, REFL REF FE8, PRE PREC2) EYTE EXT 

SEFEE 

EPIM SYTE EXT 
CCL FSR LIT 'B'; 
C PRS8 L '1893; 
EC SFRRSR LIT 1933; 
C SPSSB I S138; 

's 'RSTERFE CECRSRIGNS 4 
DCL PER, PREB, PSERSCNT) RORESS EXT 
C. PHASE (4) CSESSEX, 
DCL (PLS, SCT, SKRWERG, EFT) 3 ET 
CCL (S89, S8, SB2, EPR, PRTEPR2). BYTE EXT 
DCL (G29, GFI GR2, S3, SS2, S3, DIVISOR EXP). BYTE EXT 
DL (CCHEEEC, UPRIM, FRS3E INTEGRATION) RDDRESS EXT 
DC RXT, INEGRAT, SIGR3, SIGR) DDRESS EX; 
CL PPEE, PRETHE FRETIE2) SYTE EXT, 
CL (CREECT), CRRECT CORRECT2). BYTE EX; 
CL (CCLESERR, SN, MS SN2 BYTE EX, 

't SLR.ERRSE (ECLRRRCNS / 
CC SF, SORB, SCRTY (5) STE EXT; 
C. RSK (5) ETE EXT, 
CC FSN 8) EYTE EXT, 
C FFB 96) SE EXT 

BIE, EINE, BINTE) EYTE EX; 
DC PTR, 'PTR, BINC, PTRRR) SYTE EXT; 
CL (CNT, CS, CN4, NET) BE EX; 

Al SRYEFINE CELRRATNS / 
C 3528,33N, 362, SC3, CEC2, SCS, L3, SS2, S3) BYE EXT 
CL (EUR, FHRSOUT, FHI), FHI) EE EST; 

ECL FT, iNTERATS, FRSE FRSEB, SPHSEC) REDRESS EXT 
SRS), GRS PERESS EX, 

(CLSFHSSE (4) (RESET; 
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C (SIGRSR, SIGRsa, OFFRCTR) (5) ODRESSEX, 
DC (SNSSK) (S) SYE ET; 
DC (SC, ) (29) SYTE EX; 

38 

DC (REECT, CCLESERRSS, ECONT, SKWAVES, RIGHTSLEFTS, NPOR) (5) 8ME EXT 
(SLYCKSTY, SFSR, SPS3, SPSEC) (5). RDDRESS EXT 

CL SPASE (S) TUCTURE (OECISION (4) RORESS) EX, 
C (SFRE.8, SFR, SPP-2). BYTE EXT 
CC (SS3, SSN, SSN2) SYTE ET; 

's TIMEDIT CECARATIOS / 
CL (K,', y ECRESS EX; 
CL (NNS, HSM) SE EXT 

' N ECARATIONS: 
C PREEE13) SYTE EXT; 
C PREP's SWE EXT 
CCL I, , ) SYTE EXT 
C ECD (6) BYTE EXT, 
C N ACRESS EX; 
C TRBLE (6) BYTE EXT, 

ASTERSCCRRSE 

ETERNAL PROCECURES CRE - NE / 

/ RSCRS. i2S3,265 URST 

RSTERSCCRRGE: PPOCRE Pla 

1 s RSPTR J is PSPTR 
a MUX8 AD 2; 

OUTPUTCOUT) sco + 2 
U2 a NPT (IN); 

OUTPUTCUT3) auxCON + 3, 
X3 s INPUTCI); 
TPUTCUT) scCN 4 
4 NFU (IN) is Fh 

UTFT(CUT) sco RN) 8 
OUTPUT(OUT3)3CON GR 8; 

IF count - 8 THE 

8/9/77 / 

EO; ' te REF a PRESENT ATCHED TEy 

MFEF2s2. -REF=3; REF2s,84; 
PE3 a REF + MB; 
PRED. s. MREF PLUS BIS 
PS2 a REF2 PLUS BI 

"PE i = PRE1 + 2, ERROR = 52US/ 
FSEE2 = (PRE2 PLUS 6) RND F /f) ERROR/ 
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END; D F IF CONT, THENs' 

ESE 
to y COPUTE TIME DIFFERENCE BETEEN PREDICTION AND 

CURRENT LRTCEE TIE / 

TEP is PR8 - X2, 
TP. s. PRE, MSX 
TEP2 E PRED2 IS UK, 
CREATE s ); 
IF PRSEP (UX2 is 3 D TEP2 is 9 AND TEP, & 4 TEN 

O; SET REFERENCE IF PHASE COCE OF PRESENT SIGL 15 
FposiTE LTERNATION THAN THAT GF REFEFENCE AND 
IFFEECE is HIN RROR LITS : 

REF3s2; REFe3; REF2s.{4. 
*FEE is FEF3 a . 
PSE is E.F. PLUS BIN 
FRED2 = REF PLUS 82 
FFED = FE + 

FPPEP2 IPRED2 PLUS 3) AND aFH / ADD FERROR/ 
SCCRREE 

PRSER s C3; 
CUN C 

Ei 'D OF IF PHRSER, TEN/ 

EE 

ERROR = S 25 

CD HE CORRERE a ; 
F + PSECJ) = R THEN 
DO; 's COPUTE TIE OFFERENCE IF PRSE CODE OF PRESENT 

SIGIRL IS OF OPPOSITE ALTERNATION THRN THAT OF PRST SIGNRL / 
TEF as TIME(); 
TEP a TIME(+); 
TP2 s TIME(2); 

P. s. TEP - 2 
TEP = P. MNS X3; 
EP2 = TEP2 INS 84; 
IF TEP2 = 9 FD TEP. K. 4 THEN 

DO; 's SE E REFERENCE IF THE DIFFERENCE IS 
IHI ERROR LS 4 

REF3s; REF=3; MREF24 
FREC = REF + BIN; 
PRE1 = REF PLUS 8. 
PRED2 s REF2 PLUS 82, 

PRED. s. FREE 2; 
PRE2 s (PPE2 PLUS 9) D F 
PHRER a RE; 
MCONT, CORRERTE = 

AED F F EF2, HEN END; 
ENE; 

IF J HEN I, 

'D ERROR) 

AEN OF IF 3, HEN/ 
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2 4 F J E FSPTR AND CORREATE is HEN 
33 4 CO; DO NLY FRLL 8 PRS SIGNRS ME Get 

CHECKED AND CORREATION OT ESTABLISHED / 
34 S. COPRERTE a 

/ COMPUTE TIME DIFFERENCE BETEEN PRESENT SIGNAL RN THR OF 
LRST REFERENCE / 

35 5 TEP3 a R2 - REF3; 
36 S TEP is TEPS HRF 
37 5 EP2 is (TP2 INS REF2) RND FH: 

E3 5 F TEP X 3N2 GR 
TEP a BIN2 RND TEP X 8N1) THEN 

E9 S MCONT = 3; INDICATES THAT GRI HRS ERPSD 
ND SIR NOT FORD by 

149 S IF EP2 K PIM THEN ERP, CONTa; 
"... NICTES THAT 1945 HRWE ERPSED 

ND SIGR OT FOUND 
12 5 EPT =EP2 
43 5 E; 'E OF F =, TEN/ 
44 4 E; '-E F 0 HILE CORRERE/ 
45 E; 'ED IF F CG, EE 

146 F APR s 3 EN 
47 2. 0; 

SEESCORRSE 

48 3 RSPTR is EH 
49 S FHPTR is 8, 

N); 'ED OF F RSPTRy 
S. 2 ASPTR = RSPTR - 3; FHSPTR = PSPTR - , 
SR 2 TEP = + 88, 
154 2 EP = x3 PLUS 8 
155 2 EP2 = 24 PLUS 812; 
S5 2 EP = EP + REO ERRR / 

157 2 P2 s (EP2 PLUS 3) RND FH; 
iS8 2 MTE(RSPTR) is TEP; 
159 2 TERSPTR) is TEP 
16, 2 TIMERSPTR+2 = EP 

i6 MFRSE (PHSPTR) = -49; 
162 2 IF (CONT is 3 TEN 
16, 2 0, 
4 F2) a FFH, 
6S Si(S) = FFH, 
55 s CCUN=3; 

.k EBRCT S + 5. US + 39. US + 39. US + 9, 2US / 
's HERE i = TIE FROM ST TO 8TH PACE 

3e3 US = PRETIFE DANCE 
S. 2US = ERROR 
E. U5 = P3-DETECTION INTERRTION THE 
9. US = DELAY OF SIKHZ FILER / 

16 FEED) = -FRE9 - F. 
E3 FEED = -FE IS 8H 

189 PPE2 = (PS2 US ND F 
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3 IF PRR is N 
7 3 O 
72 4 OUTPUT (UT4) as 
7 4 MPSE.2spRED2 OR 22 
74 EO; 

SE 
S DO; 
6 4 OUTPUT (UTisPHRSR 

4 PRED2s2 (R 10H 
8 4 D; 

9 UTPUTCUTB) is MUKCON acN GR 82); 
8 B TPUT (OUT) KUCN:a:CN Red 3FH) 
S PRE3) is PRE; 
8 3 PSETIE) is PSE 
83 FREE(R) is PRD2; 
S4 E FEPTP s 

3 UTPOLT4 - FREE), 
S5 UFCUTC it;N R 4 'LCRD S BYTE PRETE/ 
8 UFT (CJ) a C, 
38 E UTT (UT4 a FREE(); 
83 UTPUTCUTS, s. CN (R. H. 'k) PREE/ 
99 S UTFT (TE) a MCCN; 

TFUTU3 s. ESEE9); 
RSTERSCRSE 

92 3 OUTPUT (OUT) is RC CR as 'LOAD S BYTE PRETE 
9 3 OTT (O3) is kry:CGN is MLCON AND FH); ENBLE FINE LOOPW 
94 3 ED; 'ED CF IF CONT s , THEN/ 

19s 2. END RSTERSCORRSE; 

16 RSTER CORRSEOCUE. 

DE INFORATION: 

CEE RER SIE s (3REH 34SD 
RREE REA S = 02h D 
RIA STRK SIZE = H 4D 
87 LNES RERD 

9 PROGRR ERRORCS) 

END OF P-9 CPURTI 
ti, FREE 

SIS-II PL-23 E. CCPILATIN F COLE 2.ERSEULE 
8JECT CE PLACED FCS. SJ - 
CPR INE EN FLS FLSS. SRC 

RTE SFS 8) 
ESU 

SPRGEDTH(95. 
iTTLE SLAVESCORREE' 
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/ DECR. JD(2S3, SS J. R. 4//7 

SAYECORRESPOLE: 
DO; SAVE CCRSE PROGRR MOCUE 

?' LORAN C PROGRR CECRATIONS / 

CECRRE LIT LIERRY LIERRY', 
DC ERLY DECRE; 

' C. EXT LIT EXERNRL, 
F8 L FUBLIC’, 

DSP DECRAT5 / 
DCL GIT, CSG, ISPL DISP2). BYTE EX; 
CL (SEGi E2, NEC NEC2, SGT (6) BYTE EXT 
DC IN I SEH', 

OUT LIT 'E3H', 
CU2 .T SH', 
OUT3 LT ERH', 
04 LIT 9H', 
CUS LIT 'EH'; 

's ESBC) RND SCDSB CECRRRIONS / 
DC (BI, 821,8N2, BCC8, CD1 BCD2, SCO3,8004, 8CS). BYTE ET; 
DCL (ECCPTR, BNPTR) RDRESS EXT 

'i O LCER DELRRRTOS USED SEG7 / 

?'k RERD CECLRRCNS is 
CC. TRE IT 'FF'; 

FFEER T HILE TRE, 
CCL CN STE E, 
ECL JK), U 942, KG, 4, X5, 6, 7) BYE EXT 

'k RER CREE ECRRIS k 
FC, CN, RSPTR, FHSFTR, FRSER, CRRERE). BYTE EX; 
424) ETE EXT, 

tFRSE (2) EYE ET; 
CC (93, EI 82 EE EX; 
C. F., E.P. EP, ETE ET, 

SESSRE 

C.C. SEF3, EF1 -REF, EFREE, FREMPRED2) BE ET; 
C EAPT. EEE, 
CL FRR L 2, 1998'; 
CL PHRBLT 331AB', 
C. PHER LIT 'A3938; 
CC FSB LIT 9388', 

'it RSEEffINE CECLRRTIONS / 
DC (PER, FR335, FRSEC, FRSCNT). RDDRESS EXT, 
DC. PHASE (4) RCORESS EXT, 
EC PT, SCNT, SKYWRVERG, EFT). BYTE EXT 
DC (388, SUBSUS2, EFR3, TEPRTEFR2) STE EX, 
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DC. (R,R,R2, SSS2, SGR, DYSOR, XP). YTE X 
C (CHRNCY, UPRLFRSSE INTERATION) fiss EX, 

: 

DC (FRXINT, INTEGRRT, SGR9, SGR1) RODRESS EXT 
DC (PRETIE, PSEE PRETE2) BYTE EXT 
OCL (CORRECT, CFREC, CORREC2). BYTE XT; 
C (CCEER, S, SN, MSN2) SYTE ET; 

'SAVERCOARSE CELARATIONS / 
CL SF, SORTBIN, SORT) (S) BYTE 
CL RSK (S) SYTE EXT 

CCL CFS (28) BYTE EXT; 
DCL FFBIN (S6) ETE EXT 
CL (BINTE, SINE, BINTE2) SYTE 

ET; 

EX 
CCL (PTR, MFTR, SINC, FTR-RX). BYTE EXT; 

/ 3AWEFIE ECLRRATIONS / 
NCL (SSIN, SBN 812, SC, SC 3C2, SCS, SL2, S1, S2, SLB). BYTE EXT 
DC (SNB, PHRSOUT, PH, PHI) BYTE EXT 
CCL (SLCN, INTEGRATS, SFRSEASFHRSE3, SPHRSEC) REDRESS EXT 
bCl (SIRE, SIGRS) DRESS EXT, 
DC SPRS) (4) RECRESS EXT; 
DC (SIGR3 SASB, LOOFSFACTOR) (S) fSS EX, 
OCL (SBI, SSNEX) (5) SE EX; 
CL (SCS) 2) BYE EXT 
OCL (REJECT, CYCLEERRSS, SCOUNT, 3KRVES, RIGHTS, EFTS, NPOER) (S) BYTE EXT 
OcL (SLCNTXSLSCNT, SPHSEASPHSEB, SPHSEC) (5) ADDRESS EXT 
DC PHS (5) STRUCTRE CECISION (4) RDDRESS) EXT 
CL (SPRE3, SPRDLSFRE2). BYTE EXT 
C (SS3, SSNSSN2) SYTE EXT, 

' TIMEU (ECRICS is 
DC K,', CRESET, 
C. NSG, risi) SEER, 

"k fil (ECLRRRTOS / 
C. F.E.E.12 E'E EXT, 

FREPR SYE EXT 

SAESCCARSE 

CCL (, J,K) 8TE EXT, 
CCL ECO (6, 3E ENT; 
C. DAY RESS EX, 
C TRBLE 6). BTE EXT; 

's SYCRS. OH12859, 8254) O 

SlfECORSSE PROCECURE FIE, 

94.7/78 W 
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/i R. T.NE COUNT w 
OUTPUTCCU) s (CN: (NECN RN) () ( 2) 
BITE NPUT (IN); 
OPUTCU) s (CON: a MECON ( ) 
8E INPUTCN); 
(UPT (OUR) s NCCN: a CN ); 
NME2 INPUT IN1) RND F 

RESET TIE LATCH / 
OUTPUT (OUR) in CON RND 8 
OUTPUT (OVR) as NCNGR 8 

F ( (Mn3 RN). PHRSR28H) OR (80 RND PRSRH)) RN) (NCNGFFH) f 
(FUNO a TRUE) THEN 
O; 

w 

3 

9 
A. 

6 
9. 
98 
99 
38 

'CRCRE DERY SRME TIME - RSR RFR3NCE TV 
eNE3 s BINE - PRD 
BNT a BINTE INS PRO 
BINTE2 s (BINTE2 INS PR-2) AND FH: 

SRV 7 is FOR BN BRESS / 
PR RL(((BINTE AND EH) OR BINE2), 3) / 7 S 95 ty 

/ GIVES RESOUN of 39.2S M 

CHECK FOR CORRSE OR FINE HISTOGRA by 
IF (CPR + 1) - RSK(CNT)) { 3 THEN 
DO NOR POINT IN FNEHSTRORR / 

PTR s BINTERND F / 7 IS: 6TH TO 2 SBTS M 
/ GMES RESOLUTION OF 2 US M 

F (PRRND ) S THEN 
0; 
IF (MRSKCCNT) RND 2) is 2 EN PTR a PR - 
ECE PR s PTR - 20 

2ND; 
FFBIN(PTR) is FFBIN(PTR) + 
IF FFSCPR) 8 THEN 

0; 'CLCARE SET UP TENE FOR SRWEFN 
OSBE; 

'S3RRCT S + S3. US + 903. US / 
S3N2 s. BNTE9 - CH 
S3IN a BINE MINUS ESH 
S32 = BINTE2 NAS H) AND FH: 

SRMECORSE 

SBN(CNTs) is S8, 
2B(CNT3+) at S3; 
SBN(C3+2) a SS2; 

SRT SRMES W 
OO s 9 TO 4, 

IF SBIN2 c SORTBIN(SORT (I)) The 
O; 
J = 3; 
Do HE (J Xa I) RNd (J. c. 4): 
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12 IF PR K PRK THEN 
15 12 0; / FOR ANTHER FRSX w. 

S2 3 RSKCREXT) a PTR 
S is F NEXT K. 4 THEN .NET s KEX + 
SS 13 ESENEX as 
1S6 1S a 

157 DOHILE (RSK(NEXT) c FFH) RND (1 K. 5); 
S8 IF EXT K 4 THEN NEXT = NEXT + 
168 it E3 NEXT = 3; 
6 4 a 
12 14 EN, 

16S 3 IF i = S THEN SINCNT = SF / CORSE HISTOGRA 
CPE / 

16S 13 END; / END OF FOR ROHR RSK V 
66 12 EN); 
167 ED; 
168 10 END, 
163 9 EN), 

3 END; 
ED; 

2 5 ENRBLE 
E 5 EB; / END OF F CFSIN(PR), HEN / 
F4 5 EN), / END OF IF SINT, THEN / 
is 4 END; 'ik END F. CORSE HISOSRR sy 
15 3 ED, 'ik E) CF INITIAL F SRTEENT 4 

2 REFN: 
2 ED ELECORRSE; 

3 END SRWECRRSEEDE 

CLE FRMR: 

CE RER EE = 3SSH 885) 
'FRPLE FEA S = 383 
R. S. IE = 34 4. 
a LES FE 
3 FERH ERCS (E 

E F F-33 34F C2 
AEFINE 

ISI L I-38 3.2 CCFPILATION OF MCCULE:LiveFIEO E 
(8JECT FOCULE FLuica : F13L.FNCE 
CFILER INC: ED 5: FL189 FSyFit SR 

CRTE2 RPR 8) 
CEEUG 
SFPEDTH(96) 
Sir E SLAVEFil' ) 
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/ DECRR J278,22526) J. CERN 04/2/78 

SRMEFINEODULE 
00; / EEGINNING SLRE FIME FROGRAM FODULE / 

'k LORAN C PROGR (ECARRTIONS / 

CECLRRE LIT LERRLL LERL'', 
CC, ITERRLY CELARE', 

DC EXT LIT 'EXTERRRL', 
PUB I PUBLIC"; 

' DISPL EECRRRTICS + 
CL (DIT, CSIG, DSP DISP2) SE EXT, 
OCL SEGN. SEG2, ECC SC, SIGLIT) (6) SYTE EXT 
DC IN IT EH', 

OUT LIT 'E8H, 
CUT2 LT ESH', 
CUTE L EFF, 

CUTS IT EH', 

85C NO ECC8 CELARATS 
CL KBIN3, SSN2, SC9,801, C2, 8C3,8C4, BCDS) BYTE EXT 
CL (BINPTR, ECEPTR) RDDRESS EXT, 

'k N GER DECLRRTS USED SEG7 k? 

'k FED (ECLFRRICS is 
Cl. TRUE IT "FFH'; 
CL FREER LIT HILE TRUE, 

XCC BYTE E, 
CL (3, UX2, XE, K, M, 16, X7 BYTE EXT 

'. 'RSERCORF3E CECLRRTNS 
CL FG, CGT, RFR, FHEFTR, FREER CORREATE). BYTE EXT, 

ECL TIME24) SE ENT, 
C FRSE3, EYE EX, 
CL PEI2, S1, SN2 BYTE ET, 
NC (EF3, EP, EP2) EYE EX, 
CCL REF3, REFL REF, FRE9, PFE1, PRED2) STE EX, 

SLAEFINE 

CCL ERPI. BYTE ET, 
C PRSR If 1963,968, 

DCL PRSB LIT 93518, 
DC SFHR LIT 1993, 
CC SFSR38 IT 61508, 

RSERSFINE CECAFACS / 
CC (MPHASEA, FRES, P-FSEC, AFSCNT) DDRESS EXT 
CCL PPARSE (4 RCREES EX, 
DC (PLSCNT, SCNT, SKYRE RHY, LEFT ST EX; 
CC (S.B.,B.S.92, TEF9, TEPR1, TEPR2) STE EXT, 

56 
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D.C. (GRIO, GRIGR2, MS, SHS2, MSG) ME EXT 
OCL (CHRENCY, WPRLFASTST INERTN) fiss X 
DC (XN, INTEGRATSGSR) DRESS 
C (FRETIE, FRETE PRETE2) SYTE EXT 

CC (CORRECT, CORRECT CORRECT2) BYE EXT 
DCL (CYCLERR, KS, SNSN2) SYE EXT 

s 5 

: 
1. s 

S2 

2 

DC PHRSED STORE (4) RDDRESS EXT 

SRYECORRSE CECARRTIONS by 
CCL (SFOD, SORTSIN, SGRT) (S) BYTE EXT 
CCL RSK (5 SYTE EXT, 
CCL CF3IN (3) BYE EXT 
CL FFBIN (96) SYTE EXT 
DC (BNE, BTE BINTE2) SYTE EXT 
OCL (PTR, PTR, 8NCN, PRRK). BYTE EXT 
DC (CN, CNE, CN4, NEXT BY EX, 

'. SRVEFE CELARRTOS / 
ECL (SB128, S8, SB12, SC3, SC 3C2, SC3, SL, SS2, S3) Y. ET 
C. (S3, PHRSOUT, PH, PHIA) BYTE EXT 
CL (SWCNT, INTERRTS, SFRSER, SFHR333, SPHRSEC) fiss EX, 
DC (SIGRS, SIGRS) DDRESS EXT 
CL SFHRs (4) RCCRESET; 
DC (SIGRSR, SIGSS, LOOPFACTOR) (5) DDRESS EXT 
DC (SBNSSK) (S) SE E; 
C (SC, SL) (28) SYTE EXT 

DCL REJECT, CYCLESERRSS, CONT, SKYAYES, RIGHTS, LEFTS, NPOER) (5) BYE EXT 
CL (SYCNTX, SLWCTY, SFHSERSFS3, SPSEC) (S) DDRESS EXT 
DCL EFHSED (5) STRUCRE (DECISION (4) RDDRESS) EXT 
DCL (SFRE9, SFRE, SFRED2) SYTE ET; 
DCL (SSN, SSN. 2S2). BYTE EXT 

/ TEOUT CECAFATIONS / 
C (X,Y,Z) RDFESSEX, 
DCL (USN, HISTOM). BYTE EXT 

," RN CECRRONS / 
C PREE18) STE EXT, 
CCL PREPTR STE EXT; 
C (I, J. K EE ET, 
C S (5) EE E; 

Y CORESS ET, 
REFIE 

DC FELE (5 BTE EXT, 

74 STEENRL PROCEURE CALLS - NONE / 

't SLFP 1259,2676 RST 

SEFINE PROCECUSE PUB; 

/ INITILE SLAYE WRRIREES / 
SB = SHR&PRETIE FREPTR) - 49, 5); 

94/2/78 / 
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OUTPU(OU) is (ECN: XCON - 1); 
XE R NPT (IN); 

OUTPUT (OUT) as (CON:s MECON - ); 
UK2 a NPUT (IN); 

OUTPUT (UT3) as (CON: E CON - 1); 

IF (X: a NPUT (IN)) THEN SPRSER as SPHRSER + 1 
ESE SFRSER = SPHSER - 

IF (Fux.- RORCHELA)) TEN SPASEB - SPASEB + 1, 
EE SPHASEB = SPHRSE8 - 

IF (IX: a RORCMX: )) THEN SPHASEC as SPHRSEC + 1 
LSE SPHREC a SFRSEC - 

1 s :: a RRCRA)) RND 3; 
SPHREED() is SFHRSD() + 

COPUTE OFFERENCE BETEEN LRTCHED TIME RND PREME/ 
EP a MUX2 - SPRE3 
TEP a X3 NS SPRED 
EP2 = 4 MS SPRED2; 

ASUBRACT MULTIPLE OF 1993. US/ 
EF0 a TEP - SUB; / ... US (a Tep Ka 9.85 by 
TEP is TEP MS S3 
TEP2 = TEP2 INS S32; 

As I BER CRTCHER is 
IF (CEP2 OR ENP) Cy 9). GR (EP3 X 62H) THEN TEMP3 s 3H 

TEPA = EMPR8 + TEMP9; 
EPR a TEPR PLUS 3; 

^RDO 383. 35 TO SUBRRHEND/ 

S = SE8 + 1H: 
SS = SE FUS 27H, 
3E2 = SLE FLUS 3; 

ED, ”Eli LF C0 HILE PLC - 80 

'F.C-FF EFF's 
Fe3 = EF3 + 4; 

TSF = EPR FLUS 3; 

SLAEFE 

OWIE TEPR EY 3/ 
TEPR = SHR(TEPA, 1); 
TEPR3 = SCR (TEF9, 1); 
TE:FR = SR(EPAL ); 
TEA8 s SCR(TEPA3, 1); 
TEFR0 = SR(TEPR, ); 

62 
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/STRACT 4.SS/ 
144 3 PH3 a TEMPR8 - 3 
S PH1 a EPR, MINUS 3; 

6 3 SCNT SWCNT - 8; 
7 INTERRTS s NTERRTS - 8, 
4 CREC, CORRECT CORRECT2 as 9; 

/OUTPUT PSE COE/ 
9 B IF (PASOUT = PRETECFREPTR) RND 2F) ( H THEN 

3 DO; 
LS 4 IF PRSJT GH THEN OUTPUT (OUT4) a PRSR 
3 4 ELSE OUTPUTCOUT4) = PHA38; 

S4 4 N), 
ESE 

SS DO; 
S6 4 IF (PHRSOUT RD 13H) y THEN OUTPUT (OUT4) is SPHRS3; 
158 4 E2E OUTPUT (OUT4) a SPHRSR; 
59 4 END, ...' END OF IF PRSOUT K H, ELSE / 

S OUTPUT (03) 9, 
16, 3 MX3 s INPUT (IN AND EFH, 

2 0 LE 9 X FH; W RT sy 
4 R9 s (NPU(N) RND FH: 

5 4 EO; ' EC F O HUE 4/ 

/LORD PHASE COE, 
S SREE 

1S6 3 OUTPUTCU3) = (AKCON = MUKCON OR 98); W. DISRE FINE LOOP 
67 3 OUTPUTROUTE) = (XCO = MUXCCN NO 3FH); 

LORD PRETIME 
E3 E OUTPUT (UT4) is FFE ME(FREPTR - 2), 
69 GUPCUTS) = (XCN OR 16H, 

3 UFT (UTE) = CCN, 

3 UFT OUT4) = FRETIE, FREPTR - ), 
2 3 JTFT OUTS 3 C R H; 
E is UTPUTCU = KCON, 

4 : UTFTUT4) is FRETIEXPREFTR, 
5 OP (OUT = CON OR AH, 
5 S OUFT (UTS) = ( :CGN = RJACON RND FH), 's ENRELE FINE LOOP 47 

77 3 EELE, 

'TEST FER ERL FOU RE/ 
REFE 

73 3 TPS = RUE, 
3 3 F 3FRSERY COHERE THEN 
80 B DO; 
8 4 F SPHASEB CCHERECY HEN 
32 4 D0, 
SS S F SPASEC CGHERECY THEN 
84 S D0; 
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F SFRSEC c PR HEN 
C; 
F SPHRS3 { PRIN THEN 
DO; 
IF K UPR HEN TEP3 s 
END; 

EN); 
END; 

ED; 
END; 

IF EP9 
0. 
IF (Is SKRVES(SNB)) c. 4 THE as a 
ESE a - E; 
IF I X HEN a 

CRRECT2 s FFK 

O CRSE I; 
DO; / CRSE 3 / 

/ CORRECT s - US by 
CRRECT) as H. CRRECT, a FE 

ED; 

CSE is 
CORRECT s -S, US / 

CORRECT is C, CORRECT as F. 
END; 

0. / CRSE 2 / 
CORRECT is -69. US / 

CRRECT s R8 CORREC as FEH 
END; 

DO; As CRSE 3 / 
/ CORRECT a -78. US / 
CORRECT 44H CORREC FOH 

END; 
ND; 's END OF DO CRSE / 

CCERRSCSNB) a TRUE. 
SFHRSER, SPRRSE3, SFRSEC 8800; 
SLSC - INTEGRATION: 
SSNX(J), SCOUNTSNB),3KRESCSNB), LEFTS(S3), RG HS(SN3), 
N(38), SPHRSED(9), SFRSD(1), SPRSD(2), SPHRSD(3) 9 
TEGRATS = RXNT 

ED, 

F SCT .. 8 N 
00; 
SREBFINE 

SPHRSE. SPHRSS, SPHRSEC is 88.3H 
SCNT E INTERRON 

E); 

F SFRSE (9) ) SFRSE)(3) HEN 
O, 
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242 
24 
244 
25 
26 
2 
248 

259 
2E 
26 
2E2 

2SE 

E4 
5 

a 

d 
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a SPRS)(3); 
a SPRSE)(9); 

ED, 
ESE 

DO; 
X = SPHSEC); 

s SFHRSD(3); 
EB; 

'TES FOR NO CRRECTION CECISIO/ 
IF (X + SIGREe) y Y THEN / LEFT/RIGHT CECISION BALANCED w 

DO; 
IF SFHSER) X (SFRED(2) + SIGRS) + SIGRS THEN 
00 

SSNK(J) = HIGH(INTEGRATS); 
INTEGRTS = RXN; 
CCEERRS(SS), EFS(SNUB), RISCS3), 

SPHASE (9), SPRRSED(i), SPHRSED(2), SPHRSEDCB) is ; 
SOUNT(SNAB) = FCH; - / 

END, w 

END; 
EE 
CO; EST FOR CORRECT LEFRIGHT DECSN/ 

IF SPHERSEDCE) y SPASEDC) - SGRS THEN 
O; 

FHASED STORE(0) = SPHRSEDC8); 
PRSED STORE(i) = SPHRSDC), 
PHRSED STORE(2) = SFRSE (2) 
FRSESSOREB) = SPHRSEC); 

SFRSE (3), 3FFSE)(1), SFHRSE)(2), SFHRSED(3) = 0; 
INTEGRATS = RKT, 
F SCOUNT(SLB) := SO(3B) + 1) a 1 THEN 

O; is CREC RIGH / 
' CORRECT = ). US / 
CORRECT = 5-H; 

KRYES(SB) = SKYWESCSNB) 
CCEERRSCSNB) as TRE 
SSNCJ), SCNT (SB), EFTS(SNB), N(SB) is ; 

IF (RIGHTS(SNUP8):= RIGHTS(SNLee) + 1) > 1 THEN 
EO; 

PSER, SPHSE, SPHRSEC = 80; 
S = NTERAIN; 

END; 
END; END F CORRECT RIGHT : 

EN); 's END OF CORRECT RIGHT ECISION / 
EE 

; 'FES FOR CORRECT LEFT ECISION 

IF PRiSEE2) SFHRSD(3 + SIGRS. The 
O, 

PHRESTORE(9) = SPRSED(9); 
PA5ESTORE(i) = SPHRSDC); 

68 
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FHASE)STORE(2) = SPHASE)(2); 
PASEDSSTORE(3) = SPHRSED(3), 

SPHSED(9), SPARSEC), SFRSE(2), SPRSEDC3) a 9. 
INTEGRATS = XINT; 
F (SCOUNT(S3) := SCOUNT(3N48) + 1) = 1 THEN 
CO; W CORRECT LEFT / 

/ CORRECT = -9. US / 
CORRECT = 3c. CORRECT CORREC2 s FF 

IF SKYAYES(SNB) x 9 THEN SKYRMES(SN.8) a SKYMESCSNB) 

CYCLESERRSSSNB) at TRE; 
S3NX(J), SCOUNT(38), RIGHTS(S3), N(S3) a 9; 

IF (LEF5(SNB) = LEFTS(SN.8) + 1) X HEN 
DO; 

SPHRSER, SPHSES, SPASEC = 8000H; 
SWCNT = INTEGRATION 

ED, 
ENO; / END OF CORRECT LEFT / 

END; / END OF CORRECT LEF CECISION / 
EO, AEND OF EST FOR CORRECT LEFT DECISIONy 

END; END OF TEST FOR CORRECT LEFRIGHT CECISIOW 

F = N(3NUMB) K RH THEN 

D0; / CRSE 3 / 
2BI = SBIN PHI, 
SBI = 38N PLUS PHIA 
SBI2 = 38N2 PLUS PHI, 

SBI = 389 + CORRECT3; 
SSN = SEN PLUS CORRECT 
382 - SBIN2 FLS CORRECT2, 

SI3 + SBIN3; 
SBIN FLUS SB 
SIN2 PLUS SSIM2 

S = 2), 

SC2 
SC 
or . 
'' 

IF FER (SNAB) = 1 THE (SFB) as 
LCFSFFCOR(Sits) = FCER(SMB) = 

EED, 'k END CASE k. 

CO, E 
C = C9 + PHI3; 

S = EC FLUS FHL 
EC FLUE FH, 

- M 

al s 

EAEEFE 

S5IN = SC3 + 3HR(LULOGFSFRCOR(SNP8)), 1); 
SEI2 = C. PLUS 3; 
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B END; / END OF IF PLSCNT c 204 ELSE / 

2 ED SRWESFNE 

i END SEFESOLE 

E FRATION: 

CCE FRER SE a FH 336) 
WRR3E FRER SIE = H 
KUSTRCK SE s 333H 2 

592 LTIES RER 
9 PSGR RRGRC) 

ED OF P-S3 CCMPLATION 

INTERFERECECHECK 

SIS- PL-89 W. COPLATION OF OCLE INTERFERENCECHECKCULE 
BECT OULE PLCED IN F:NTCHK O.B. 
COPER INMOKEd BY; PL88 FINTCHKSRC 

ORTE(9 RPR 8) 
DU 
PAGEDTH(S6) 

STITUE INTERFERENCESCHECK') 

As DECRR J2783,22526) J. DERNO 94/3/78 / 

INTERFERENCESCHECKUE: 
DO is 8EGINNING INTERFERENCE CHECK PROGRRI MOLLE / 

LORAN C PROGRR CECRRRTIONS / 

ERRE LIT LITERLY LIRRLY', 
DC LITERRLLY ECLRRE, 

DC EXT LIT EXTERNR, 
PBLIT 'PELIC’; 

/ DISPUR DECARATIOS sy 
DC (DIGIT, DSOIGDI3POISP2). BTE EXT, 
DC (SENSEN2 BC). BCD2, SGLT) (5) 3E EX, 

f DC IN IT 'EGH', 
OUT LIT 'E8H', 
OUT2 LT 'E' 
OUT LIT CERH', 
OUT4 LIT 'ESH', 
OUTS T 'ESH', 

80 
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BCD RND BCDSB EECURRATIONS 
DC (BN, BINSEN2, ECC, ECDL acD2, CO3, BCD4, CES). YT EXT 
DC (BCCPR. SIPTR) RDRESS EXT, 

NO GLOB. ECRATIONS SED SEG7 y 

RED ECRRATIONS A 
CCL RUE IT FFH'; 
CL FOREVER I HE TRE, 
DC ECON EYTE ET; - 
DCL (U3, UX1 UX2, N3, MUX4, L3, MUXS, X7). BYTE EXT; 

't STERCARSE DERRIS / 
DC (FO, CCUNT, SPTR. FHSPTR, PHRSSR, CORREATE) SY EX, 
DCL TIME(2) BYTE EX, 
DC PHRSE (2 SYTE EXT, 
DC BIN, B. N2) STE ET; 
DC (TEMP, EP1, EP2). BYTE EXT 
DC (MREF3, REF REF2, FRED, PRED PRED2) BYTE XT, 

INTERFEREECECK 

DC ERPI. BYTE EX; 
DC PRSA IT '9593; 
DC PRS8 '94, 
DC, SPRS T 151298, 
DC SPFSB I? 'iss'; 

/ RSRFINE ERONS / 
DCL (PSER PASEB, PRSEC, SCT) FRESSEX, 
DC PHS) (). RDDRESS EXT 
DC (PSC, SC, SKYRMERG, EFT) BYE EX; 
DC (SBS61, S2, TEPR, PR PR2) Y 
DC (GR), GR, R2, S, SS2, SE, DIYSOR, XP). BYTE EXT 
OCL (COHERENCY, UPRLIFRSTSL INTEGRATION) RODRESS XI 
DC (XINT, INTEGRRT, S, SRA) RESS X 
DC (PREME, PRETE PRET) BYTE EXT 
DC (CORRECT CORRECTL CORRECT2) SE EX; 
DC (CCEERRSSN, MSNSN2) STE EXT; 

/ SRECORRSE DECRRTONS / 
DC (SFOUND, SORTBN, SORT) (5) ENTE EX; 
DC SK (5) EYTE EXT, 
DC CFBi (A3) 3PTE ES; 
DCL FFS S. E. E.; 
DC BINE, BTE, BINE). BYTE EXT 
DCL (PTR, 'PTR, BINCN, FRRX). BYTE EXT, 
C (CN, CB, C, E) 3YTE EX, 

RWENE ERA (NS 4 
DCL (SEI8, 38 SS25C3, SC, C2, SC3, SL3,3S2, SL). BYTE EXT 
DC (SNB, PRSO, P, PHI) STE EX, 
DCL (SWCNT, INTEGRATS, EF-AEA, SFHRSEG, SPSEC) RECRESS EXT 
ECL (; , S: , PRESS EXT, 

82 
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DC, SPRS) (4) FRESSEX, 
DC (SIGRSR, SIGRS, LOOPFRCTOR) (5) DDRESSEX, 
D.C. (S3, SSNX (S) BYTE EX; 
DC (SCS) (2) BYTE EXT 
DC (REECT, CYCLEERRSS, SCOUNT, SKYMES, RIGHTS, LEFTS, NPOER) (5). BYTE EXT 
DC (SVCRTX, SLWCTY, SPSEA, SFHSEBSPHSEC) (5) DDRES3 ET 
DC. SPSED (5) STRUCTRE (CECISION (4) ADRESS) EXT 
DC (SPRED8, SFRED, SPRE2) BYTE ET; 
C (SSSSSN2) BYTE EXT 

A TEU CECAFATIS is 
DC (X,Y,Z) RDRESS ET, 
DC (NSGN HISOM) SE E; 

A RIN CECPRROS sy 
DC PRETECS) SE EXT, 
CL PPR SYTE EXT, 
DC (, J,K) EYE EXT, 
C. BCD (6) EYE ET, 

DC. Y SODRESS EXT, 
DC TRE (6) BE E, 

CHK. (25,266 RS 

INTERFERENCECHECK: FROCDURE PUB; 

SNL = S; 
K6 as F / 88 s SSNB / 

O HE SRB X 3 
SNB a SB - 

6 KS - S; 

P2, TEP, TEPRL EPR2 s FF; 

F SFOD(SB) is RE THEN 
DO 
SBI = SBIN(C6); 
SBN = SBIN(6); 
SBN = SEINKS-2); 

DO a 9 TO 4, 
IF SCRTCI = SAB THE J = I, 

E; 

IF (J-9) CR (J-4) OR (POTSFOSORT (4)))) I) 
(J3) R (CNOT (SFOUNDSORT (3)))) falo (J2)))) THEN 

DO; 
IF J C THEN 

DO; 
P = GR3 - SBI, 

EP = GR INS SB 
EP2 = R2 MISSSI2; 

K = SORTJ-); 
K = ROCK, ) + K. 's K = ESRCJ-) is 
TEPR3 = SSINK); 
EPA = SSI(K); 
TEPR2 = ESI (K-2); 

84 
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00 s TO 2; 
TEPR3 s TEFR) - EPR3; 
EPR s TEPR PLUS TAPRA 
TEPR2 EPR2 FLUS TEPR2 

ND; 

/ F TEMP OR TEPR K 0 649. US, HEN REEC SRVE SNU 
F (TEP2 2CH) OR (TFR2 c. CH) HEN REJECT (SUMB) as RLE 4. 

42 4 END; 'k END OF F SFNC) (SNP8) a TRUE THEN / 
143 B END; ' D F 00 RIEEE / 

144 2 END INTERFERENCECHECK 

4S END INTERFRECESCHECKSODULE 
INTERFERENCESCHECK 

OLE INFORATION: 

CODE AREA SIZE 27H 727) 
WRREERRE Sa 60 D 
KSTRK Size s 2008 3) 

22 LES RERC 
PROGRAM ERRORCS) 

ND OF P-80 COPLATION 
SQRT 

ISIS PA-33 W. COMPLATON F ODULE SRTODULE 
OECT ODULE PRCED IN FROOT. 8J 
CPR NOED BY; PLM29 F:SROOT. SRC 

DRTE(7 JN 8) 
DEG 
PREDTH(96) 
STITLE('3RT) 

SRTODE: 
DO; 

At SROT. (1559,256) URS 99/78 

2 SRT. PROCEDURE KK) RRESS PUBLIC, 

OECRRE S CRESS, 
DEC PRE I BYE 
DERRE ROOT (9) STE (TA 
(SD, 
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640, 
SO, 
12D, 
68), 
8D), 

S 2 a ; 
7 2 DO HEX X 88; 1280 W 
8 3 X at SRX, ); 
9 3 is I t 1 

3 END; 

1, 2 F Y S HEN i s 9; 
3 2 RETURN ROOTC); 

4 2 END SORT 

15 END SCRTDULE 

OUE INFORATION: 

CE RER SIZE = 334OH D 
WARRSE ARER SIE = 323i ED 
RK SFC, SIE s H 2) 
S8 NES REF) 
PROGRAM ERROR(S) 

END OF PLM-88 COPLATIO 

RER) 

ISIS-II P-89 WE. 9 COPLATIN F COLE RERDOCUAE 
O3C OLE PLACED IN :F:FERB, 8. 
COPER INKED BY: P-38 F:RED. ERC 

DATES AG 7) 
DEBUG 
PEDTH(36) 
TTLE(RED') 

REDODE: 
DO; 

2 DE CARE LIT LITER LITERFLLY', 
CC LERRLY DEC PRE, 

3 DC EXT LIT ENTERNRL', 
PBL FLBLIC", 

7. DISPLA DERRRTIONS / 
CCL (DGIT, SIG, C)3PI3P). STE ET; 

5 1. D.C. (SENSEGN228CD. BCD2 (5) ETS EX; 
4 
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S dC. N. LT E4H, 
CUT LIT 'E', 
OU2 IT E37, 
CUT LIT 'ERH', 
OUT LIT ESH', 
USLT EH', 

7 DC (CNR) SYTE ; 

REFO.2s, 33 RST 

RED: PROCURE PUB; 
OTPUTCCU).E.C.: CORD 88); 
8 s INPUT (IN AND F 

DO HE X is ; 
INPUT (IN1) RND F 

END A END OF O HE sy 
END RER); 

s END RERULE 

ODULE INFORATION: 

CODE AREA SIZE = 024 st) 
RIABLE FREA S2E = H . 

PRISTICK SE s 299 g, 
40 LINES RED 
9 PROGRA ERROR(S) 

SEG 

SIS- PL-8 W3. 3 (CPLAN F C E SERCULE 
BECT DE FRED IN Fi:SEs. SJ 
COPER INED BY: Pte F.3Eif. SR 

DfE(2 SEP 77. 
SEBUG 
SFREDTH(S6) 
(E2E) 

f SE7 CE. 
DO; 

2 DERRE L TERRL LEER'', 
CC LITERLY CELARE"; 

3 DC. EXT LIT EXTSFNR, 
Fe LIY Pic, 

DISPLR ELAPAS is 
CCL (DIGIT, DSG. Di2F, C2P3) EE ET, 

5 CL (SEG, SEG,BC, ECO) is) EFTE EXT 

sy 

92 
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OT LIT ESH', 

OUT LIT 'E', 
OUT4 IT 05, 

is T GEGH’; 

/ SEG7. 159,814 FT 2. 

EG. PROCECURE (BCC BYTE F-8; 
tECARE (I, ECO). BYTE 
DECE SEG ENT (i) BYTE CAR 
(939is 18, 
Si3, 
S119 B. 
$901, 
$18, 
9:33, 
2$198, 
99ers, 
1111119, 

98.281B, 
SB, 
it is, 

E. 
9S3118, 
358,938, 

R, 
$28), 

8 

SEG 

IBCO, 
IF BCDFH THEN is134, 
RER SEGENTI; 

ED SEG7, 

15 EP SEGFDLE 

ODE INFOP (FTCN: 

CODE AREA SIE 33EH D 
WRIRBLE FRE, SIE = 2992 d 

D RU STACK SIZE = H 
62 LINES RED 
PROGRAM ERRRS) 

ED OF PLM-89 COPILATION 
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DISPLAY 
A NFC FT I 0. 

CE PRER SE a 4E D 
WRREE ARES SE = 9 D 
NRX SK Six s 38H 3D 
48 LINES RERD 
PROGR ERRCS) 

ND OF PA-8 CPRTO 

What we claim is: 
1. Apparatus for self calibrating a navigation receiv 

er-indicator that includes an internal oscillator/clock 
and provides navigation information by receiving and 
utilizing the output of said oscillator/clock to measure 
differences in the time of arrival of signals periodically 
transmitted by each of a plurality of pairs of navigation 
transmitters the signal transmissions from each of which 
are very accurately controlled on a time basis compris 
13, 
means for entering the periodic rate of transmission of 

the signals transmitted by each of said navigation 
transmitter into said receiver-indicator, and 

a first means performing the following functions: 
a. comparing the time difference between the re 

ceipt of successive signal transmissions from one 
of said transmitters with an output of said oscil 
lator/clock to determine the error in time counts 
output from said oscillator/clock, 

b. interpolating said time count error over the in 
terval between the receipt of successive signal 
transmissions from said one of said transmitters 
to get correction counts, and 

c. algebraically adding said correction counts to 
said time counts obtained from said oscillator/- 
clock output before being used for said time 
difference of signal arrival measurements from 
said pairs of navigation transmitters to thereby 
achieve accurate time difference of signal arrival 
measurements. 

2. A method for self calibration of a navigation re 
ceiver-indicator includes an internal oscillator/clock 
and provides navigation information by receiving and 
measuring differences in the time of arrival of signals 
periodically transmitted by each of a plurality of pairs 
of transmitters the signal transmissions from each of 
which are very accurately controlled on a time basis, 
and the time difference measurements are plotted on a 
navigation chart to determine the position of the receiv 
er-indicator and comprising the steps of: 

entering the periodic rate of transmission of the sig 
nals from said transmitters into said receiver 
indicator so that said receiver-indicator knows the 
exact time difference between the receipt of succes 
sive signal transmissions from one of said transmit 
ters, 

comparing the time difference between the receipt of 
successive signal transmissions from said one of 
said transmitters to an output of said oscillator/- 
clock to determine the error in time counts output 
from said oscillator/clock, 

interpolating said time count error over the interval 
between the receipt of successive signal transmis 
sions from said one of said transmitters to get cor 
rection counts, and 

algebraically adding said correction counts to said 
time counts obtained from said oscillator/clock 
output which is used for said time difference of 
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98 
signal arrival measurements from said pairs of 
transmitters to thereby achieve accurate time dif 
ference of signal arrival measurements used to plot 
position on said navigation chart. 

3. Apparatus for self calibrating a Loran navigation 
receiver that provides navigation information by measuring 
the interrelationship in the time of arrival of signals period 
ically transmitted by a plurality of navigation transmitters 
the signal transmissions from each of which are very accu 
rately controlled on a time basis comprising 
means for receiving the transmission of the signals trans 

mitted by each of said navigation transmitters and 
means for utilizing the time intervals between the receipt 
of successive signal transmissions from one of said 
transmitters as a reference standard for measuring the 
interrelationship between times of arrival of the sig 
mals generated by said navigation transmitters to ob 
tain accurate navigation information, wherein said 
utilizing means is a microprocessor that calculates the 
correct difference in time of arrival between said 
transmitters by using the successive time of arrival of 
one of said navigation transmitters as a time reference 
standard. 

4. The system claimed in claim 5 wherein said receiving 
means is a radio receiver. 
5. Apparatus for self calibrating a Loran navigation 

receiver that provides navigation information by measuring 
differences in the time of arrival of signals periodically 
transmitted by each of a plurality of pairs of navigation 
transmitters the signal transmissions from each of which 
are very accurately controlled on a time basis comprising 
means for receiving the transmissions of the signals 

transmitted by each of said navigation transmitters, 
and 

means for utilizing the time intervals between the receipt 
of successive signal transmissions from each of a num 
ber of transmitters in the same transmission chain and 
using the average time intervals to derive the reference 
standard for measuring the difference between times 
of arrival of the signals generated by said navigation 
transmitters to obain navigation information, wherein 
said utilizing means is a microprocessor that calcu 
lates the correct difference in time of arrival between 
said transmitters by using the successive time of ar 
rival of one of said navigation transmitters as a time 
reference standard 

6. The system claimed in claim 8 wherein said receiving 
means is a radio receiver. 

7. Apparatus for self calibrating a navigation receiver 
indicator that includes an internal oscillator/clock and 
provides navigation information by receiving and utilizing 
the output of said oscillator/clock to measure differences in 
the time of arrival of signals periodically transmitted by 
each of a plurality of pairs of navigation transmitters the 
signal transmissions from each of which are very accurately 
controlled on a time basis comprising, 

means for entering the periodic rate of transmission of 
the signals transmitted by said navigation transmitters 
into said receiver-indicator, and 

a first means performing the following functions 
a comparing the time difference between the receipt of 

successive signal transmissions from one of said transmit 
ters with an output of said oscillator/clock to determine the 
error in time counts output from said oscillator/clock, and 

b, modifying said time counts obtained from said oscil 
lator/clock output in accordance with the determined error 
in tine counts before being used for said time difference of 
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signal arrival measurements to thereby achieve accurate ference between the receipt of successive signal trans 
time difference of signal arrival measurements. missions from one of said transmitters, 

8. A method for self calibration of a navigation receiver- comparing the time difference between the receipt of 
indicator includes an internal oscillator/clock and provides successive signal transmissions from said one of said 
navigation information by receiving and measuring differ- 5 
ences in the time of arrival of signals periodically transmit 
ted by each of a plurality of pairs of transmitters the signal 
transmissions from each of which are very accurately con- Y 0. > 
trolled on a tine basis, and the time difference measure- modifying said time counts obtained from said oscil. 
ments are plotted on a navigation chart to determine the 10 lator/clock output in accordance with the determined 
position of the receiver-indicator and comprising the steps error in time counts before being used for said time 
of difference of signal arrival measurements to thereby 

entering the periodic rate of transmission of the signals achieve accurate time difference of signal arrival nea 
from said transmitters into said receiver-indicator so strees 
that said receiver-indicator knows the exact time dif- 15 B 

transmitters with an output of said oscillator/clock to 
determine the error in time counts output from said 
oscillator/clock, and 
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